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FROM THE NURSERIES OF HEAVEN 
BEING 

Youthful Adventures in the Way of Silence. 
By ANTONIA R. WILLIAMS. 

Author of "Songs and Sonnets"; "The Street"; "lsolt"; "The Heart 
of the Machine," etc. 

The Author addresses her foreword to Paul. " I have been wishing to write 
a little book for you, and all children, about Joys and Toys. Here it is.'' This 
is a choice book to place in the hands of young people, it will arrest and appeal 
to the intelligence of the young mind, also to those of older growth. Its Teach
ing is " NEW THOUGHT" in essence and ideals. In tone it blends the psy
chological aspect of thought with the spiritual, but it is not sentimental. 

The book will meet the necessary demand for a specially written work 
suitable as a gift to young people. The Author has succeeded in her aim to 
teach and interest Paul, also Paul's older friends. 

CONTENTS: 
Chap. Chap. 
1.-Of Joys and Toys. 
2.-Joy within Me. 

5.-The Breast-plate. 
6.-Controlling the Mind. 
7.-The Breath of Joy. 3.-We Learn to Trust this Joy. 

4.-An Answering Joy. 
1/. net; 

8.-The World Outside and Within. 
post free 1 / 1. 
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readers of to-day) has set down the results of her own experience through 
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RIDER'S NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS 
AUTUMN, 1924 

READY OCTOBER 3RD 

Crystal Gazing 
A Study in the History, Distribution, 
Scrying. By THEODORE BESTERMAN. 
5s. net. 

Theory and Practice of 
Crown 8vo. Cloth gilt. 

CONTENTS: Preface-Scrying and its Methods-Scrying in Legend and 
Tradition-Sciying in Literature-Scrying in Ancient Greece and Rome and 
in Early Europe-Scrying in Modern Europe-Scrying in the East-Scrying 
in other Continents-The Procedure of Scrying and the Genesis of Visions
The Mechanism of Scrying-Miscellaneous Phenomen,a of Scrying-The 
Rationale of Scrying-Bibliographical Index-Subject Index. 

This book deals with the practice of crystal gazing among all nations, and 
supplies valuable information with regard to the procedure of scrying and the 
genesis of visions. The work is written in a thoroughly scholarly manner, and 
the subject is treated throughout in a purely scientific spirit. 

READY IN OCTOBER 

The Secret of Ancient Egypt 
By ERNEST C. PALMER. Crown 8vo, cloth. Frontispiece and 
diagrams. 3s. 6d. net. 

CONTENTS: Preface-The Mysteries-The Book of the Dead-Marsham 
Adams' Discovery-Marsham Adams' Theory-The Great Pyramid-The Book 
and the Pyramid-The Symbolism of the Book-The Sphinx-Appendices. 

The author of this work follows and amplifies the theory advanced by the 
late Mr. Marsham Adams that the Great Pyramid was an ancient temple of 
Initiation, and that it was constructed in such a manner as to constitute a sym
bolic monument of the secrets contained in the so-called Book of the Dead. The 
Book and the Pyramid thus complement and illustrate one another, and together 
enshrine the esoteric truths reserved to the Initiates of Ancient Egypt. 

READY IN OCTOBER 

The Esoteric Philosophy of Love's 
Marriage 

By DION FORTUNE, Author of The Secrets of Dr. Taverner. 
Crown 8vo, cloth. 3s. 6d. net. 

CONTENTS: The Modern Conditions of Marriage-The Evolution of Man
The Seven Planes of Existence-The Esoteric Concept of Life and Death-Evo
lution and Initiation-The Esoteric Concept of Sex-The Ideal Marriage-The 
Nature of Ties between Souls-Esoteric Teaching concerning Marriage-Pro
miscuous Intercourse and Unnatural Use of the Sex-functions-Abstinence and 
Asceticism-Conclusion. 

This work is addressed primarily to those who have .no special knowledge 
of esoteric teaching, but who are seeking information which may help them to 
solve the problems of life, especially with regard to sex-relationship. 

WILLIAM RIDER & SON, LTD., 
8 Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4. 
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Now Ready, 

Two New Volumes of The New Thought Library. 

THE CONQUEST OF WORRY 
By ORISON SWEIT MARDEN. 

328 pp. Crown 8vo, Cloth gilt, Ss. net. With frontispiece portrait of Author. 

CONTENTS: The arch enemy of Mankind-Everybody cursed by a petfear...:.....How 
our emotions prey upon our bodies---Howfear Thoughts encourage disease-The 
spectre of Failure-A body of the Imagination-To-morrow's bread-The utter 
folly of worry-The Great Human Curse: Doubt-Giving way to the Blues---

' Inviting trouble-" It won't last, nothing does."-Making haste slowly-Self
control and Mastership---The tonic of Courage-The Truth that makes us free. 

Mr. Marden's Inspirational books have proved a source of encouragement 
and a stimulus to achievement to thousands of readers in this country and in 
America. His easy and vigorous style and convincing optimism have made 
his works deservedly popular with a wide and increasing public. 

PEACE, POWER AND PLENTY 
By ORISON SWEIT MARDEN. 

323 pp. + 12 pp. Crown 8vo, Cloth Gilt, 51. net. With frontispiece portrait 
of Author. 

CONTENTS : The power of the mind to compel the body-Character-building 
and Health-building during sleep---Health through Right Thinking-How Sug
gestion influences Health-Why grow old ?-Worry, the disease of the age-Self
control u. the explosive Passions---Good cheer God's Medicine-" As ye sow." 

This is one of the _happiest of the late Dr. Marden's efforts to champion the 
principles of right thinking and to illustrate its power of attracting harmonious 
conditions and of dispelling adverse influences. 

Ready' October 15. 

Second Edition, greatly enlarged. 

VAMPIRES AND V AMPIRISM 
By DUDLEY WRIGIIT, 

Author of "Masonic Legends and Traditions," "Woman and Freemasonry," etc. 
Crown 8vo, Cloth, 5s. net. 

CONTENTS: Introductory-Excommunication and its Power-The Vampire 
in Babylonia, Assyria and Greece--Vampirism in Great and Greater Britain
Vampirism in Germany and Surrounding Countries---Vampirism in Hungary, 
Bavaria and Silesia-Vampirism in Servia and Bulgaria-Vampire Belief 
in Russia-Vampirism among the Orientals-Funerary Feasts and Orgies---Mis
cellanea-Living Vampires-The Vampire in _Literature-Fact or Fiction?
Bibliography. 

A collection of vampire stories which are common to all five continents of 
the globe. 

This new edition of Mr. Dudley Wright's book on this fascinating subject 
has been revised and greatly enlarged, many fresh instances being included. 

WILLIAM RIDER AND SON, LIMITED, 8 Paternoster Row, London, E,C.4. 



SUPERPHYSICAL SCIENCE 
By A. P. SINNETT. 

A MS. left by this well-known author for posthumous 
publication will be of interest to students. 

CONTENTS: Humanity and the Divine Hierarchy; The 
Growth of Humanity; Life between Lives; The Solar System; 
The Sirian Cosmos; Form, Life and Consciousness; The Path 

. of Initiation ; The Human Aura; The Ethers; Elementals and 
Devas ; The Future of the Century; The Brotherhood of 
Sacrifice ; The Superphysical Aspect of Sex; The Animal 
Kingdom. 

Cr. Svo, 240 pp., Cloth Bound. 

Price 6s., postage Sd. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL PUBLISHING HOUSE, LTD. 

9 St, Martin's Street, London, W,C.2 
and at 43 Great Portland Street, w.1. 

"One of the chief exponents of Modern Spiritualism "

Scotsman 

The "CONTROLS" o/ 
ST AINTON MOSES 

by 

A. W. TRETHEWY· 
12s. 6d. net 

" Gives us for the first time in connected form, the story of the 
mediumship of a man whose name will ever be associated with the 
earlier history of Spiritualism. . . . A work which should have a 
strong interest for all studious psychic researchers."-Light. 

HURST AND BLACKETT, Ltd 
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NOTES OF THE MONTH 

CRYSTAL gazing is a subject which has exercised a fascination 
over mapkind for many centuries past. It appears, generally 
speaking, to be one of many methods by which it is possible to 
get en rapport with the subconscious self, by the projection 
of mental images upon a crystal or glass ball. The proficient 
crystal gazer can use either indifferently with equal success, but 
it is to be supposed that for those in whom the clairvoyant 
faculty is undeveloped a real crystal would be more efficacious 
in awakening the faculty, owing to its (presumed) magnetic 
influence. It is, however, certain that some people have this 
faculty so highly developed that they can see mental pictures 
projected on to almost any polished surface. Mrs. Spoer (Miss 

Goodrich Freer) had this gift and I suppose still 
CRYSTAL 

possesses it. It may be conjectured that this 
GAZING. 

faculty has some connection with the configuration 
of the eye, as people possess it who do not appear to have any 
tendency to trance or mediumistic conditions. The questl.on 
whether an incipient trance state is a precedent to seeing in 
the crystal has indeed been debated for and against by numerous 
authorities. The experiences of Miss Goodrich Freer and certain 
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other scryers certainly appear to support the view that a state 
of trance, however rudimentary, is not a pre-requisite, as the 
faculty of visualizing was present with her in all her ordinary 
moods and everyday activities. Nor, indeed, as her friends 
will bear me witness, has she ever conveyed the impression of 
being of a dreamy or imaginative temperament. Rather, she 

appears to possess a mind of a very alert and 
IS THE practical quality. Again, instances such as the 

CRYSTAL following, which she records as a personal experi
GAZER ence, are hardly indicative of a trance condition, 

SELF-HYP-
NOTIZED ? ev~n in a rudimentary form. Trance conditions 

do not harmonize in their nature with the making 
up of household accounts, and in the instance in question this 
is what Miss Goodrich Freer was doing. "I opened a drawer," 
she narrates, " to take out my banking book. My hand came 
into contact with the crystal, and I welcomed the suggestion 
of a change of occupation. However, figures were still upper
most, and the crystal had nothing more attractive to show me 
than the combination 7694. Dismissing this as probably the 
number of the cab I had driven in that day, or a chance grouping 
of the figures with which I had been occupied, I laid aside the 
crystal and took up my banking book which I had certainly 
not seen for some months, and found to my surprise that the 
number on the cover was 7694." Mr. Besterman, the author 
of a new work on crystal gazing,* quite rightly describes this 
as an illustration of a simple recrudescence of a definite memory. 
But in a case of the kind anything in the nature of trance or 
self-hypnotism is surely incredible. 

In spite, however, of this and similar instances, there is, as 
our author observes, a formidable array of authorities who 
consider that crystal vision takes place only in a hypnotic con
dition. Dr. Janet, who quite unwarrantably regards all scryers 
as neurotics, thinks that visions are seen in the crystal by persons 
predisposed to dreaming, while in a state of semi-hypnosis. Sir 
William Barrett expresses the opinion rather cautiously that 
crystal gazing is a form of incipient self-induced hypnotism. 

And Sir Oliver Lodge says that a slight amount of 
VARIOUS lf h • • b bl • • C t t· se - ypnos1s 1s pro a em scrymg. oncen ra 10n 

OPINIONS. • d b 1 11 k' f th' 1s ou t ess, genera y spea mg, necessary or 1s 
purpose, but we are hardly justified in describing this as 

* Crystal Gazing. A study in the history, distribution, theory and 
practice of scrying. By Theodore Besterman. London : William Rider 
& Son, Ltd. 5s. net. 
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an incipient form of self-hypnosis. On this point our author 
quotes Andrew Lang, who observes "Hypnotism is not the 
explanation. I never studied a crystal gazer who was not wide 
awake and in full possession of his or her normal faculties." 
Myers appears to have shared the same view, though he admits 
that in some instances the crystal gazer is probably slightly 
self-hypnotized. One crystal gazer (I think Miss Angus is 
intended) writes : " I am in a perfectly normal condition when 
I look, not sleeping nor in a trance, nor unconscious of my sur
roundings." Surely this is sufficiently definite. The question 
is, as Mr. Besterman quite rightly says, not whether scrying is 
possible in a hypnotic condition, about which there is no doubt, 
but whether scrying is only possible in such a condition. And 
he adds that all the different degrees of consciousness, from 
absolute normality to profound hypnosis, are suitable for crystal 
visions, according to the constitution and disposition of the 
scryer, while at the same time favouring the idea that generally 
speaking the scryer when seeing visions is in a slightly hypnotic 
state. For myself I think I should hardly go as far even as 
this. 

With regard to the genesis of these visions, generally speaking, 
before the appearance of the vision the scryer sees a sort of 
mist or milky obscurity covering the ball, which then becomes 

clear and black. With certain scryers the ball 
THE MIST seems to disappear altogether. Thus Miss Angus 

ON THE 
writes : " So far as I can judge, the moment the 

CRYSTAL. vision comes the ball seems to disappear, so it is 
difficult for me to say if my . pictures are actually seen in the 
crystal." Mrs. Verrall, another scryer, says that her visions are 
not limited by the size of the crystal, and Dr. Maxwell writes 
that the dimension of the crystal has no influence on the apparent 
dimension of the image. Here, however, again we cannot make 
by any means an absolute rule, a_nd Miss Goodrich Freer describes 
her pictures as always appearing to fit into the crystal or polished 
surface on which the picture is seen. 

Some authorities have argued that the pictures seen in the 
crystal or otherwise are built up by the imagination of the scryer 
from the points of light reflected from the polished surface 
(points de repere). Mr. Kunz, author of The Curious Lore of 
Precious Stones, observes that "these serve to attract the 
attention of the gazer until gradually the optic nerve becomes 
so fatigued that it refuses to convey to the sensorium the impres
sions made from without, and begins to respond to the reflex 
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actions proceeding from the brain of the gazer." This is cer
tainly too dogmatic, but it is an arguablei' point 

"POINTS 
whether or not these points of light serve as the 

D~ ,, material on which the pictu;e begins to be built. 
REPERE. v· . ill t· b h 1 k. • t 1s19ns w some rmes e seen w en oo mg m o a 

fire-by preference I think a wood fire-and in this case I would 
suggest that it is hardly doubtful that the shapings and arrange
ments of the coal or wood are the actual material on which the 
halhicinatory picture is built up. Again, a polished surface is 
likely to have many markings which would serve the same pur
pose-much better, indeed, generally speaking, than the points of 
light on a crystal. It is worthy of note in this connection that as 
we are reminded in a booklet on Second Sight, by Sepharial, * that 
"ecstatic vision was first induced in Jacob Boehme by the sun's 
rays falling upon a bowl of water, which caught and dazzled hi? 
eyes while engaged in the humble task of cobbling a pair of shoes." 

As to the procedure to be adopted by the would-be scryer, 
opinions again vary, and it is probable that the method adopted 
by one is not equally suitable for all, just as, in the matter of 
writing articles or books, various authors adopt various methods, 
and one author could not utilize the methods of writing adopted 
by his confrere without injury to his work. As regards this, 
Andrew Lang, who had a very extensive experience in this 

connection, writes: " It is best to go alone into a 
H.OW TO room, sit down with the back to the light, place 
CRYSTAL 

the ball at a just focus in the lap on a dark dress 
GAZE. 

or dark piece of cloth, try to exclude reflections, 
think of anything you please, and stare, say, for five minutes, 
at the ball." Myers, again, writing on the same subject, advises 
as follows : " Let the observer gaze steadily but, not fatiguingly 
into some speculum or other depth, so arranged as to return 
as little reflection as possible. A good example of what is meant 
would be a glass ball enclosed in a black shawl or placed in the 
back part of a half-@pened drawer, so arranged, in short, that 
the observer can gaze into it with as little distraction as may 
be from the reflection of his own face or of surrounding objects." 
The main point seem-s to be that the scryer should not be troubled 
by reflections either from his own face or from other objects 
cast upon the crystal. Sepharial in Second Sight writes : " There 
should be no direct rays of light between the agent and the seer. 
The room in which the sitting takes place should be moderately 
warm, shady and lit by a diffused light, such_ as may be obtained 

* London: William Rider & Son, Ltd. rs. 6d. net. 
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by a light hollarid b1ind or casement cloth in the day time. The 
subject should sit with .his back to the source of light and the 
illumination will be adequate if ordinary print can be read by 
it." One scryer observes, " I can see equally well in the :dark." 
But this does not appear to be usual, most scryers seeming to 
prefer what has been termed a "dim religious light." 

The length of time •during which the scryer should look at 
the crystal is given variously at from five minil!ltes to half an 
hour. This advice is doubtless intended for the novice, as the 
practised scryer soon learns by -experience the length -of time 
that he (or she) requires and, as we have seen in the case of some, 
such as Miss Goodrich Freer, the visions come almost instan
taneously. One point is very obvious from the records that 
we have of experiences of the kind, and that is that it is one 

• thing to see pictures, even clear and detailed pie-
THE 

tures, in a crystal, and quite another to interpret 
PROBLEM 

their meaning or explain their origin. Most of 
OF THE 

those given in the records available which appear 
PICTURES. 

to have any definite meaning at all, seem to have 
reference to incidents that are occurring at the time, and to be 
telepathic in character, those that have relation to the future 
being few and far between, and much rarer than those relating 
either to the present or the past. Here is an instance given by 
Miss Goodrich Freer, and quoted in Mr. Theodore Besterman's 
book on Crystal Gazing, which affords a good instance of ordinary 
telepathic scrying. Miss Goodrich Freer was looking into a 
crystal alleged to be Dr. Dee's, though apparently this attribu
tion of the crystal was an error. 

We had at home [she says] a certain keyed instrument, called by cour
tesy '' musical," of the type special to blind beggars. In consequence of 
some earlier investigations into its internal economy it was now voice

less, and was practically utilized as a table to hold books. 
A TELE- In the crystal we both saw'the following scene: C. and H. 
PATHIC were joint-owners of this instrument, and we saw them 
SCRY. sitting at opposite sides of the fireplace in the room where 

it was kept, but while I, in my picture, so to speak, faced 
the rigl1t, my friend faced the left. Neither of us knew that H. was in 
the house, nor likely to be, as he was living some few miles distant from 
home, nor were we prepared for what followed. Both C. and H. rose 
and went to the instrument, which was open, and H. ~at down and began 
to play! On our return home we discovered that H. had in fact.come in, 
that he had mended the organ, and that he was exhibiting his success to 
C.. by playing upon it at that very hour. 

An.other instance of a similar kind is recorded by a certain 
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.Mrs. Salis. The special interest of this case lies in the fact that 
Miss Taylor, her friend, who was a regular scryer, had expressed 
regret when she saw visions of people conversing together, at 
not being able to hear what they were saying. Mrs. Salis was 
successful in inducing clairaudience in Miss Taylor (whom she 
first hypnotized) by the use of a shell, suggesting to her in the 
hypnotic trance that she would be able to hear. When she 
came to, she told her to look into the crystal. 

The first vision that appeared [writes Mrs. Salis] was the sitting-room 
in the house of Mr. T. B., a friend of hers who(m) I have never seen. He 
was there with his brother and sister-in-law, and the room was minutely 
described. It was evening, and the gas lighted, and she saw the door 

open and a man came in. At this moment I said, " Place 
CLAIR- the shell to your ear." She did so, and to her delight she 

AUDIENCE heard the new-comer exclaim," There is good news to-night, 
AND we have taken another village." They then proceeded 

CRYSTAL- to talk about Mr. T. B. being called up and what arrange
VISION. ments he would make. Afterwards a maid came in with 

a tray of sandwiches and whisky and soda, and the vision 
then faded. Four days afterwards, Miss Taylor went to see the B.'s, and 
said, "I can tell you what you were doing on Saturday evening," and to 
their great astonishment did so, every detail being correct. I may add 
that the expression "We have taken another village" appeared as a 
headline in the evening paper, but neither Miss Taylor nor I had seen 
it. I have never seen the B.'s nor the house in question. This occurred 
in the early spring of 1917. 

This instance is unfortunately evidentially defective, as 
although the scryer testifies to its accuracy, Mr. and Mrs. T. B., 
the people seen in the crystal, refused to do so, apparently 
fearing public ridicule. A curious story is given in Les A nnales 
des Sciences Psychiques of a crystal vision by a half-caste ayah. 
The father of the children who were in the ayah's charge was 
a major in the Royal Artillery, and stationed in the neighbour
hood of Bombay. On the day of Lord Reay's arrival at Bombay, 
an order arrived for the troop to go to Apollo Bundar, the place 
of landing, with all the officers in full regimentals. The major 
told his orderly to get ready his uniform, but the man came back 

saying that he could not find the belt. The major 
THE AYAH 

was convinced that it was in his dressing room, 
AND THE 

but it was nowhere to be discovered. A suggestion 
MAJOR'S 

was then made that this was an opportunity of 
BELT. 

testing the ayah's clairvoyance. When called, she 
was at first frightened, saying that the other servants would 
never forgive her if the thief was discovered through her means. 
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The major's wife pacified her, assuring her that she would not 
be given away. She was then given a glass of water, previously 
magnetized, and bidden to look into this and try to see the 
thief. There was no result, as she could see nothing. A further 
suggestion was then made by the major's wife. "Ruth, try to 
see the major the last time he wore his full dress belt." 

A long silence ensued, then she said : 

" I see the sahib, he is dressing ; he puts on his uniform, now his belt. 
Now he is off. There he is in the saddle, and he starts." 

" Do not leave him for a second," I said, with renewed firmness. 
"Ah, but he goes so fast, and I am tired," she replied, out of breath .. 
" Come on, come on." 
"Sahib is with other sahibs; there are many soldiers and a large 

crowd. It is a large Tomasha; some great person who is going. They 
are quite near the water." 

"Now rest yourself, but do not lose sight of the major." 
After a moment's silence she added: 
"The sahib goes into a large house by the side of the water. He goes 

into a dressing-room, changes his uniform, places it in a small zinc trunk 
with the exception of the belt, which is left hanging on a coat-rack." 

"The Yacht Club," cried my husband. "Patillo (to his orderly). 
send some one immediately to see if the belt is still there." 

"I should much like to know," resumed my husband, "if I really 
left it there. The last time I wore it was the day Lord Ripon left for 
England." 

"We shall soon know," I replied triumphantly, because there was no. 
doubt in my mind that the belt would be found there. 

A short time afterwards the messenger came running back, and the 
great tumult which I heard around him convinced me, before seeing him, 
that my predictions were correct; he ran nimbly up the stairs, carrying· 
the belt over his head ; he had found it on a coat-rack in the dressing-room 
as Ruth had indicated. 

This young woman could not have had any idea where the sword-belt 
was ; she had only been in my service for a short time, and had entered 
it long after the departure of Lord Ripon. 

Here we have obviously a vision of the recent past, the 
major's movements, presumably as they actually took place, 

AN 
being followed as the means of tracking the missing 
article. It is a noteworthy point that the ayah 

ILLUSION should feel a sense of exhaustion in trying to follow 
AND ITS 

the rapid movements of the major, and bears 
PHYSICAL evidence to the remarkable part played by the· 
EFFECT. imagination of the scryer in response presumably 

to auto-suggestion induced by the scene before her. In a some
what similar manner we have various instances of natives from 
uncivilized countries being entirely carried away by scenes 
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witnessed on the film. An instance of this kind was recorded 
in the Press only the other day. 

Here is an instance of what appears to me to be the rarest 
of all, a predictive vision. The record is by Miss Goodrich 
Freer, and is given as one of the only two instances she ever 
experienced of the kind. 

I was visiting friends in the country [she says], and was about to leave 
their house on a certain morning. "I wonder what you will do after 
I'm gone," I was saying. For answer, one of them pulled towards me a 
piece of light polished mahogany furniture brilliantly polished, and said, 
" Here is a crystal-look." " This is the picnic you said you were all 
going to at Pin Mill, I suppose," I said presently, as a picture appeared. 

"What and where is Pi.I_]. Mill? There is no sign of a mill 
A PRE- -it is just a grassy bank with some thorn bushes beyond. 

DICTIVE Why do you and K. get up and go away? G. and S. stay 
VISION. together, and G. looks as if her back hurt her. The nurse 

is there too, with the boy." " I don't know in the least 
what Pin Mill is, but any way, the nurse and child won't be there," said 
my friend. A day or two later she wrote: "You were almost right about 
Pin Mill-there is no mill in sight. We sat on the bank, K. had croup 
and I had to take her for a walk, G. and S. were left together. G. had 
strained her back and was in some pain, and the nurse and boy were there. 
There were no thorn-trees, but there were elders and blackberry bushes 
grown up high, which at a little distance looked like thorns." 

The occultist tends to look upon crystal gazing as one of 
various methods of getting into touch with the anima mundi. 
To some people endowed with the clairvoyant faculty it proves 
an aid to their clairvoyance just as the psychic faculty in others 
is fostered by the practice of automatic writing or the reading 

of the cards. To others these adventitious aids 
are merely hindrances, and the faculty is more 

CRYSTAL 
readily assisted by getting en rapport with some 

THE 

AS AN 
article of apparel which is saturated with the 

AID TO aura of the individual about whom information is 
sought. It is obvious that the clairvoyant faculty 

VOYANCE. 
inheres in the scryer and not in the crystal, and 

CLAIR-

the employment of a crystal is only a convenient method of 
objectivizing the sub-conscious knowledge of the scryer. There 
are many clairvoyants who have the gift of visualizing without 
the aid of any medium, and even those who use the crystal 
might probably in many cases see what they visualize there 
equally well by closing the eyes and concentrating in silence 
for that purpose. The uti.rlity of the crystal for psychic purposes 
has, however, been so widely recognized during many centuries? 
and among many nations and races of mankind that we should 
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hardly be justified in dismissing it as valueless in the develop
ment of latent psychic powers .. 

A communication purporting to come from Lord N orthdiffe 
to Miss Louise Owen, for twenty years his personal secretary, 
through the mediumship of the well-known psychic, Mrs. Osborne 
Leonard, which appeared recently in The People, has aroused a 
certain amount of discussion. As far as one can judge, the 
observations appear to be fairly characteristic of the communi
cator, but what is published can hardly be described as evidential, 
the personal side of the communication having been for obvious 
reasons severely blue-pencilled. Lord Northcliffe was always 

very frank in his statements, and his allusions tb 
LORD h • t d "th h" • h 11 • h" t ose assoc1a e w1 1m e1t er persona y or m 1s 

NORTHCLIFFE . l . l . busrness re ahons, wou d doubtless m some cases 
ON THE give grave offence if published. Miss Owen knew 

OTHER SIDE. L d N l l"ff • t" 1 h h • • or ort 1c 1 e_so m rmate y t at er conv1ct10n 
that she was in actual touch with her Chief naturally carries some 
weight. But the communication in question has nothing in it 
calculated to convince the sceptic, and in this connection it must 
be admitted that Lord Northcliffe was not "out" to prove the 
reality of a future life. He describes himself as " in perfect 
health and very active," and remarks: "It is a wonderful feeling 
to be so fit." "I am wearing," he adds, "a grey flannel suit like 
those you often saw me wear, soft collar and soft shirt. We 
have no money. We work things out in kind. I have worked 
for my suit." (What, I wonder, has Mr. Dennis Bradley to say 
about this?) The idea of working for one's clothes on another 
plane is rather a novel one: The general opinion hitherto seems 
to have been that they came somehow of their own accord. 
Perhaps we .shall hear something more from this quarter at a 
later date. There is nothing in the present message to rival the 
interest • of the Oscar Wilde script. 



ST AINTON MOSES : A STUDY 

BY G. BASEDEN BUTT 

PROBABLY no medium in the history of Spiritualism has greater 
power to arrest the attention of enquirers and hold the interest of 
students than the Rev. W. Stainton Moses. His temperament 
showed none of that facility of conviction so noticeable in many 
other seers and mediums. The mind of Stainton Moses was pro
foundly sceptical; he criticized, doubted, and sometimes actively 
resisted the religious revelation born into the world through the 
channel of his mediumship, and his life. is therefore the record of a 
spiritual struggle. The little study to which he retired morning 
and evening for meditation was his Peniel, where he wrestled with 
angels, often face to face. 

Stainton Moses was born in 1839 at the village of Donnington, 
Lincolnshire. William Moses, his father, was head master of 
Donnington Grammar School, his mother being the daughter of 
Thomas Stainton, of Alford, Lincolnshire. His education was 
commenced at his father's school and continued under a private 
tutor. At the age of sixteen he attended Bedford Grammar 
School, and at the end of three years went from Bedford to Exeter 
College, Oxford, entering the university at the commencement of 
the Michaelmas term, 1858. In the course of his studies at Oxforq 
Stainton Moses had a serious breakdown which necessitated a 
period of convalescence abroad, and it was at this time that he 
visited St. Petersburg and spent six months at the Greek monas
tery of Mount Athos. He returned to England at the age 0£ 

twenty-three and took-his degree in the following year. 
In 1863 he accepted a Church of England curacy at the village 

of Maughold, near Ramsey, Isle of Man, where he remained for 
nearly five years. During this period a severe epidemic of small
pox broke out in the parish, and Stainton Moses was tireless in 
ministering to the physi.cal as well as the spiritual needs of the 
sufferers. The fearlessness of his character was shown during this 
time of trial, for he risked his life by infection again and again, 
overtaxing his strength and lowering his vitality by his unceasing 
ministrations. He is said to have laboured day and night at the 
bedside of victims of this epidemic and even to have digged the 
graves a,nd removed the coffins of the dead with his own hands. 

202 
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The fear which the outbreak inspired in those around him was so 
great that he could obtain scarcely any assistance. 

In r868, he accepted the curacy of St. George's, Douglas, Isle 
of Man, where he first met Dr. and Mrs. Stanhope Speer, who 
.afterwards became his intimate friends. In September r869 
Stainton Moses relinquished his position at Douglas and removed 
the sphere of his activities to Langton Matravers, Dorsetshire. 
Two months later, he was transferred to a curacy in the diocese 
of Salisbury which proved to be his last ecclesiastical appointment. 
Owing to an affection of the throat he was forced to abandon all 
preaching and for the second time resort to a complete rest. 

From r87r to r889 he earned his living as a master at Univer
sity College, London, and he died at Bedford on September 5, 
r892, after a prolonged attack of influenza. To outward appear
ance the life of Stainton Moses, although an extremely busy one, 
was uneventful. During the period which commenced with 
r87r, in addition to his duties as a master, he wrote many articles 
for the press, including contributions to Punch and the Saturday 
Review. He was also founder and first president of the London 
Spiritualist Alliance and first editor of Light, but the most inter
esting and important details of his life are those which concern 
his development as a medium and the series of physical and mental 
phenomena which ensued. 

It was in r870 that Stainton Moses had the subject of Spirit
ualism first brought to his attention. For some time past he 
had been feeling more and more dissatisfied with the orthodox 
doctrines of the Church and, in company with his friend Dr. Speer, 
with whom he had much discussion and argument, was adopting 
more and more a sceptical and even atheistic attitude. Mrs. 
Speer, however, had read Dale Owen's The Debateable Land dur
ing an illness and had been greatly impressed by the book. She 
requested Stainton Moses to read it, the result of his perusal 
being an intense desire to investigate the subject of Spiritualism 
more fully. Early in r872 he visited various public mediums and 
clairvoyants. It was long before he was convinced of the spiritist 
nature of the phenomena and longer still before he was convinced 
of spirit-identity. 

Shortly after commencing these investigations the medium
istic development of Stainton Moses himself became apparent. 
Seances were held at regular intervals, when the table was levi
tated, raps were heard, and he developed powers of trance and 
automatic writing. The physical phenomena of these seances, as 
described by Charlton Speer in his biographical introduction to 

R 
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Spirit Teachings, included rnps in great variety, each spirit having 
his own distinctive sound. These raps were not only made upon 
the table, but on walls, doors and articles of furniture at consider
able distances from the sitters. There were also certain spirits 
who indicated their presence by a note of music or a flash of light, 
while Rector used to announce himself by making audible his 
footsteps, which were "heavy .and ponderous" and appeared to, 
shake the whole room with the weight of his body as he moved 
slowly round the circle. -Spirit-lights were another frequent 
phenomenon, and were of two kinds, one so plainly visible that 
everyone endowed with ordinary eyesight could see them, and the 
other discerniible only to individuals possessing some degree of 
etheric vision. The former were small globes, which shone 
brightly and steadily and moved about the room. But although 
shining brightly, they sent no radiance into the room and failed 
to illuminate any portion of the surrounding darkness. At times. 
these lights seemed to rise up through the table,. The sitters had 
the experience of gazing into or through the table as into a well 
of water and seeing the lights float slowly up to the surface of the 
table and rise above it to the level of their faces. 

Scents of various kinds, particularly musk, verbena, new
mown hay and a unique odour called '·' spirit-scent," were char
acteristics of almost all Stainton Moses' seances. Sometimes the 
currents of air which are a frequent accompaniment of psychic 
phenomena, and which occurred with Stainton Moses, swept round 
the cirde laden with perfume; sometimes, by request, scent was 
poured on to the hands and garments of the sitters, and almost 
always at the close of a seance, scent used to :ooze out of the head 
of the medium. "The more frequently it was wiped away," wrote 
Mr. Speer, "the stronger and more plentiful it became." 

The musical phenomena included tunes played upon the har
monium when no one was near the instrument, and musical sounds 
produced when no instrument was in the room. Among the latter 
were " the soft tone of a clarionet gradually increasing in intensity 
until it rivalled the sound of a trumpet, and then, by degrees, 
-diminishing to the original subdued note of the clarionet, until it 
eventually died away in a long-drawn-out melancholy wail," a 
sound resembling that of a viofoncello, but more powerful and 
sonorous such as might perhaps be produced" by placing a 'cello 
on the top of a drum, or anything else likely to increase the vibra
tion," and lastly, a peal of delicate music which the sitters called 
the" Fairy Bells." The sound of these bells used to be produced 
within the· table, for if one listened with the ear to the top of the 
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table they seemed to come from beneath it and when listening 
beneath the table they seemed to come from above. Although 
Mr. Charlton Speer possessed considerable musical ability and the 
names of great musicians were included in the band of spirits con
trolling Stainton Moses, the musical phenomena were confined to 
elementary scales and simple phrases owing, it was said, to the 
extremely unmusical nature of the medium. 

Movement of heavy furniture was a frequent occurrence, 
Sometimes chairs were moved away from the table till they 
touched the wall, and the table itself, which was a very heavy 
one of solid Honduras mahogany, was tilted steeply and moved, 
not only with greater ease than was possible with the united efforts 
of the sitters, but with a force so powerful that its action could not 
be prevented. Matter was sometimes made to pass through 
matter, articles being brought by invisible agency from other parts 
of the house when doors were closed and bolted. Photographs, 
picture frames and books appeared in this manner during the 
seance, and were apparently none the worse for having been 
brought by a method involving physical annihilation and re
materialization. The direct spirit voice was an occasional and 
fleeting occurrence, direct writing occurring more frequently. 
Inspirational addresses delivered through Stainton Moses in the 
state of trance were an everyday event. 

The mediumship of Stainton Moses, though notable for its 
physical phenomena, is even more remarkable for the higher 
psychic powers by which these manifestations were accompanied. 
His gift of automatic writing resulted in a vast quantity of 
exalted and impassioned literature. From time to time, he was 
conscious of astral vision, and on one or two occasions was able, 
after waking, to remember ex-corporeal experiences which had 
taken place during trance. He has graphically described a 
trance after which he remembered having stood beside his 
physical body. Looking down at his body, he saw "himself" 
seated at the table, with his left hand supporting his forehead 
and his right hand holding pen to paper. He was watching 
the process of ai.;itomatic writing. He saw with great distinctness 
the thread of spiritual matter connecting his spiritual body with 
its physical counterpart. And he saw " Rector " and other 
spirits from the band standing around the figure seated at the 
table. He noticed with surprise that the automatic writing was 
performed, not by guiding his wrist or arm with spirit-fingers as 
he had imagined, but by the concentration of a beam of light on 
to his hand. During the same trance, he saw direct writing done 
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in the same manner, the pen being held erect and moved by the 
beam of light. 

Whether this vision was an hallucination, or whether it 
describes what really occurred, is impossible to determine. The 
whole subject of psychic laws is so elusive from the scientific 
point of view, and scientific knowledge of the subject is still in 
such an elementary state, that one can only marvel, pondering 
like Pharaoh the meaning of such a dream. The incident is 
perplexing because with many other mediums, and notably with 
D. D. Home, direct spirit-writing was indubitably performed by 
spirit-hands which materialized for the definite purpose of 
grasping the pen. The apparent has not yet been distinguished 
from the actual, the effect from the cause or the method, and 
the laws which govern spiritual manifestations are still for the 
most part unknown, and when dimly glimpsed are far from being 
understood in the scientific sense. 

In 1873 occurred an instance of clairvoyance during sleep 
which Stainton Moses was able to verify shortly afterwards. He 
had been unable to attend the funeral of a friend. Falling asleep 
at the time the interment was taking place, he dreamed that he 
was present watching what occurred. Later, he discovered 
that what he had seen in this vision was in exact accordance 
with what had actually happened. 

Stainton Moses will be remembered longest for his writing 
mediumship. This marvellous power first showed itself in 1873, 
about a year after his introduction to spiritualism. An extensive 
selection from these writings was published under the title of 
Spirit Teachings, which has had wide recognition among 
spiritualists and has run into many editions. Most of the 
communications in Spirit Teachings are from "Imperator." 
The book is remarkable for its revelation of the mind of Stainton 
Moses himself, dialogue and argument with Imperator being 
interspersed with Imperator's discourses. In fact, the greater 
part of the volume is occupied with the efforts of Imperator to 
convince the medium of the reality of spiritual intercourse and 
identity. Stainton Moses was sceptical and fought every step 
of the argument, sometimes returning to and defending the old 
orthodox beliefs which he had held in the Church of England. 

Although Kabbila, said to have been the founder of the 
Sankya Philosophy, avowed his disbelief in reincarnation on the 
grounds that he had been " dead " 4,000 years and had not yet 
been re-born, the tenor of the automatic writing is in a liberal 
and at times theosophical direction. The progressive and partial 
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nature of revelation is insisted upon; elements of truth are said 
to exist in all religions; the divinity of Christ is implicitly denied, 
or re-interpreted, and the destiny of the spirit after death is said 
to be progress through the spirit-spheres-progress which occupies 
an immense period of time and ultimately leads to complete 
.union with the Divine. . 

It is not surprising, therefore, that Spirit Teachings is the 
record of a mental conflict. It indicates the progress of an 
earnest individual from narrow dogma, through doubt, to con
viction; from the confines of an inadequate creed to a wider 
and more comprehensive view of truth. And it shows how 
Stainton Moses was led to be the recipient of a religious revelation. 
Toleration, broadmindedness, human kindness, the desire to 
receive truth and understand it, are virtues the supreme value of 
which is insisted upon again and again. 

But Spirit Teachings represents only a small portion of the 
vast amount of automatic writing delivered through the medium's 
hand. The entire quantity of Stainton Moses' inspirational 
writing filled twenty-four notebooks. One of these has un
fortunately been lost, but the remaining twenty-three are in the 
library of the London Spiritualist Alliance, 15 Queen Square, 
London, where typed copies of their contents are open to 
inspection by members of the Alliance. These notebooks have 
even greater interest than the Spirit Teachings, for they include 
in detail Stainton Moses' questionings and comments on the 
script. 

The mediumship of Stain ton Moses· is made noteworthy by 
the illustrious names claimed by his spirit-controls. Stainton 
Moses himself mistrusted intensely the use of great names which 
is such a frequent occurrence in spiritualism ; and his doubts of 
spirit-identity were certainly aggravated by the messages he 
received purporting to originate from very famous men. He 
never disclosed the identity claimed by his controls, feeling, quite 
rightly, that to do so would only awaken greater incredulity 
among the sceptical public. 

But since the death of Stainton Moses, Mr. A .. W. Trethewy 
in his book, The Controls of Stainton Moses,* has examined this 
subject with great thoroughness. The identity of the controls, 
as asserted in the script, represents a dazzling galaxy of the 
great ones of the earth, including Biblical characters such as 
Malachi (Imperator), Elijah (preceptor), Haggai, Daniel, Ezekiel, 

* The Controls of Stainton Moses. By A. W. Trethewy. London: 
Hurst & Blackett, Ltd. 12s. 6d. net. 
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St. John the Baptist, St. John the Apostle, and St. John the 
Divine; numerous philosophers of antiquity, including Solon, 
Plato, Aristotle, Seneca, Athenodorus (Doctor), Hippolytus 
(Rector), and Plotinus (Prudens); minor characters from English 
history such as William Grocyn, John Dee, John Lydgate, 
Zachary Grey and Thomas Norton; musical composers among 
whom were Dr. Arne, John Blow, Mendelssohn, and Beethoven; 
and distinguished modernAmericans including Benjamin Franklin, 
Theodore Parker, W. E. Channing and Robert Dale Owen. 

Probably few who are familiar with the abuse of great names 
frequently found in spirit-communications would be willing to 
believe that the controls of Stainton Moses were the individuals 
they claimed to be, however difficult it may be to reconcile 
intentional deceit and untruthfulness on the part of the controls 
with the lofty moral and religious tone of their communications. 
We are confronted with a similar problem in the case of Joan of 
Arc and her .saints, and no satisfactory solution of it has yet 
been found. The supposition that Spirit Teachings originated 
s◊lely in the subconscious mind of the medium leaves entirely 
out of account the physical phenomena of the seances and the 
many proofs of identjty, such as that of Abraham Florentine, 
·Charlotte Buckworth and the "man killed by a steam-roller," 
which Stainton Moses obtained. Moreover, the theory of 
clairvoyance of printed matter has to be resorted to and this, 
although it certainly had its place among the other phenomena, 
cannot be made to account for all the information of which 
Stainton Moses showed himself possessed in the trance or 
automatic state. • 

The possibility of conscious fraud on the part of Stainton 
Moses himself has long been recognized as being out of the 
question. The private notebooks kept by him are alone sufficient 
repudiation of this charge, and in addition there remains his 
knewn character. The principal qualities of Stainton Moses in 
addition to intellectual ability were fearlessness both physical 
and moral, a strongly developed religious temperament and 
passionate desire for truth. This passionate desire and deter
mined search for truth are among the most noticeable character
istics of Spirit Teachings, and it was these personal qualities 
that led him to risk the sacrifice of his good name in the eyes 
of the world and to incur the suspicion and contempt of an 
incredulous world. 



INSPIRATIONAL WRITING 

BY HESTER TRAVERS SMITH 

r· 

"INSPIRATIONAL writing" is a term whiclru has many and 
widely different meanings. It may be interpreted, vaguely, 
as applying to any writing which contains matter apparently 
beyond the normal powers of the writer. If we carefully analyse 
this term again, we discover that perhaps unconsciously we 
assume, 'in using it, that the inspired writer owes the super
quality of his work to some influence exteraal to himself. An 
article on inspirational writing may be a discussion of the origin 
of genius or it may open up the questfon as to how far an external 
influence is responsible. in writings. whick we call "inspin,d." 
We speak of the inspired poet, the inspilied painterr the inspired 
musi<dan, the inspired orator, and if we examine our meaning 
we find that we are assummg that 0111r poet, painterr musician 
or orator has· achieved what is. impossible to the ordinary man 
thrma.gh some source which has added vitality to his natural 
:powers. For in science, in alit,. in. literature it is· this element 
of superalDundant vitality which creates. It is a quality entirely 
apart fr0m techlilique, though technique is essential in order to 
express it adequately. It distinguishes the speech which moves 
an audience from that which leaves it cold ~ the music whieh can 
wring tears of ecstasy from listeners, from that wfuich is merely 
pleasing to the eai-; tTo.e poem which ca,rries us away into a world 
of imagfarnti@n from that which is merely a rhythm of words. 
We call this' CJililality "inspiratiom." 

We may conside:r that inspiration is a ""gift." We speak 
of the, gifted artist, the gi:fit of a scientific mind, the gift of music, 
poetry, etc. Inspiration undoubtedly is a gift, but who is the 
giver and uFJ.der what conditions can the gift make. itself felt ? 

We speak of dreams and reality. Possib1y the dream is a 
shaft of light from the greater reality that lies outside us and 
~magilil!atfom, tfue dream of the waking mind. For inspiaiation 
and imagination are closely allied.. Irnaginaiti0n is ever present. 
John Stuart' Mill says : " Every mam imagines, nay-,. is constamtly 
and u:n,avoi:dahly imagining. The. habitual occupatio.111 of the 
mind is not thinking, but dreaming." Now inspiration is the 
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vitalizing force which gives us the power to express our dream or 
our imagination. For those among us who are interested in 
psychic phenomena, this question of inspiration is all important ; 
it illuminates the problem of mental mediumship, and if we 
have studied the subject we are in a better position to criticize 
the automatic scripts which come our way. I shall first speak of 
inspirational writing which has no bearing on the subject of 
mediumship, but which seems to have appeared in connection 
with many eminent literary persons. 

Goethe repeatedly speaks of writing unconsciously. "In 
poetry," he says," especially in that which is unconscious, before 
which reason and understanding fall short and which therefore 
produces effects so far surpassing all conceptions, there is always 
something dremonic." He uses the word Dremon· here as psyqhic 
students use the word " Guide." Again Goethe says, speaking 
of his poems ; " They insisted on being composed immediately, 
so that I have felt an instinctive and dreamy impulse to write 
them down on the spot. In such a somnambulistic state, it has 
frequently happened that I have had a piece of paper lying 
askew before me and I have not discovered it until all has been 
written, or I have found no more room to write." Here Goethe 
has confessed that suspension of consciousness has cleared the 
way for imaginative work before which reason and understanding 
fall short. He has discovered the truth of what is the first step 
in the education of the student of mental mediumship ; that 
trance or somnambulism in some form breaks down a barrier 
which in the normal condition of the mind serves as a limitation, 
imposed perhaps in order that there may be greater concentration 
to fight the battle for life's necessities. 

Thackeray also realized, perhaps more definitely than Goethe, 
that an external influence made itself felt at times in his work. 
He says: "I have been surprised at the observations made by 
some of my characters. It seems as if an occult power was 
moving the pen. . . . What if there is an affi.ated style, when a 
writer is like a Pythoness on her oracle tripod and mighty words, 
words which he cannot help, come, blowing and bellowing and 
whistling and moaning through the speaking pipes of his bodily 
organ." 

In fact Thackeray must have felt, what the mental medium 
calls the influence of a powerful " control." 

George Eliot states, in the ~emoirs of her written by her 
husband, that in all her best writing there was a " not herself" 
which took possession of her, and that sh(felt her own personality 
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to be merely the instrument through which this spirit was acting." 
Scott wrote The Bride of Lammermoor during illness, and 

remembered nothing of the story afterwards, reading it with a 
surprised interest. 

Robert Louis Stevenson constantly speaks of the " Brownies " 
and the work they do for him. In his chapter on Dreams in 
Across the Plains he says of these "Brownies": "They have 
plainly learned to build the scheme of a considerate story and to 
arrange emotion in progressive order, only I think they have 
more talent ; and one thing is beyond doubt-they can tell the 
dreamer a story piece by piece like a serial and keep him all 
the time in ignorance of where they aim." 

William Blake had, of course, what is called an " abnormal " 
personality. Indeed it is fairly obvious to anyone versed in 
psychic phenomena that his Prophetical Books are largely written 
automatically. He speaks of writing " under the direction of 
Messengers from Heaven, daily and nightly. Speaking of one 
of his prophetical books, he says: "Jerusalem was written from 
immediate dictation, twelve or sometimes twenty or thirty lines 
at a time, without premeditation and even against my will." 
"Poetry, painting, and music," he said, " are three powers in 
Man of conversing with Paradise." 

Among musicians, Mozart says : " All the inventions and 
construction go on in me as in a fine, strong dream," and again: 
" You will never do anything if you have to think how you 
are to do it." Vincent D'Indy speaks of often having on waking 
a fugitive glimpse of a musical effect which (like the memory of a 
dream) needs a strong, immediate concentration of the mind 
to keep it from vanishing. Saint-Saens (as Socrates) possessed 
a Dremon or Guide and had only to listen to him. 

All these cases which I have quoted seem to show that 
" genius " reaches its height when the conscious mind is still, in 
sleep, in trance or in a somnambulistic condition. In fact the 
stilling of the conscious mind creates a state which sets the sub
liminal mind free, which seems to possess a more extended vision 
than the supraliminal mind. 

In speaking of mental mediumship which we may define as a 
deliberate attempt to still the conscious mind, results are, alas, 
very different from the natural product which we call genius. 
In our psychic studies we see that the medium who possesses 
power from his childhood, who cannot, in fact, escape from 
his mediumship, is far more certain of evidence, especially if it 
comes to him in trance, than the psychic who has cultivated his 
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faculties. Taking the net results of psychical research, we fi:nd 
very little automatic script which is of value apart from its 
bearing on. survival. We have added a very small contribution 
to what our poets and philosophers have given us, which would 
be of iF1terest to those outside psychic science. Ribot says : 
''' Inspiratiom. has two. essential marks, suddenness and imper
sonality.,., Possibly our aims and' desires are as a rnle too per
sonal when we pursue our psychic studies. I am inclined to 
thiflk that desire attracts desire as thought attracts thought ; 
if so it is but natural that the bulk • 0£ our autornatk writ
ing should deal with what is chiefly personal,. not of public 
interest. 

Now; if. we compare· automatic writing with t:he unc©lil.scious 
writing of genius, anotlier very marked difference is revealed. 
In the work of genius (except in the case of William Blake) 
we have no record of the writings having come through at an 
abnormal speed. In many automatic scripts the pace is tremen
dous. In my own case about 3,500 words come through in an 
hour at the ouija board and about 2,700 in automatic writing. 
If, therefore, the automatic script is goherent, this is a marvellous 
feat, taken from the normal standpoim.t. If the scriwt contains 
material of any real philosophic or lite:rary intel"est, what seems a 
miracFe has been performed. 

For direct evideRce· of survival, it is generally considered 
essential that no knowledge of amy fact connected with the 
deceased personality should be in the mind of the medium. This 
is quite· as it should be, for here we are dealing with simple facts. 
In impersonal writing, howeveF, ~t seems to :me that a sub
stratum of .kRowledge of the subject dealt with, emphasizes 
the value of the script. I believe that one of the chief reasons 
that om results from automatic writing have not been as valuable 
as they should be, ·is, that automatism is seldom practised by 
highly educated, persons. There should lDe some material in the 
mind of the automa:Hst which can be used by the « contro] '"; 
if we attrihute these writings to. alll external influence, or if we 
attribute them to the mind alone, in order toi reach su£fident 
exaltation, there must be a st:rudure there already on which 
the sublim,ina} mind can build. I have been told by one of OlJ!F 

communicators that thought ereates vibrations which correspond 
with the thought vibrntions of others, and so. we a~q,uire the 
increased material which appears.in ouF script. For undoubtedly 
the automatic script contains a de~per knowledge of the, su,bject 
efoalt with fhan the medium possesses normally, and cam. express 
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this knowledge more coherently and logically than he can express 
it ; added to which is the phenomenon of abnormal speed in the 
writing. 

The two possible explanations of automatic writing a:lso 
apply to the explanation of genius. We may be controlled by 
an external influence or we may be using the entire capacity 
of the mind. By this I do not mean that the subconscious 
mind is surging up because the conscious ,mind is dormant, I 
mean rather, that normally we use only that portion of the 
mind which is necessary for our immediate needs, and that the 
larger portion may be called into· action when the condition 
of semi-consciousness or unconsciousness leaves it a free field 
in which it can appear. Imagination, in fact, may be the liber
ation of the entire mind. 

Bergson says: "Poetic imagination is but a fuller view of 
reality." Poets and artists are·regarded as abnormal and rather 
childish persons who should be treated with charity and indulgence. 
Possibly they are closer to the true reality than their fellows. 
They are perhaps the " supermen " to whom is given the power 
of using the mind to its fullest extent, or they may be channels 
through which a greater intelligence is speaking. If we com
pare, therefore, the writings of the medium once more with 
the writings of genius, we find that the medium seems to .be, 
as a rule, more definitely a mouthpiece for another intelligence 
than the genius. Possibly there is no connection between them. 
The genius may reach the entire capacity of his mind, and the 
medium may be a mere channel through which other intelligences 
can speak. Or the medium may touch on the conditions of the 
genius in inspirational writing which is entirely impersonal 
and where he is not a mere channel for facts. 

So far as I know there have been very few attempts to pro
duce literature through automatic writing. Matters connected 
with the " life beyond " are usually in the mind of the medium 
when he uses his pencil, the result being a number of more or 
less interesting accounts of the other world, which are very 
definitely coloured by the automatist's personal views. Tµese 
contradict each other in such a marked degree that they bring 
us no farther as regards a philosophy of the universe. They 
may have occasional fla$hes of originality and interest, but few 
of them have any literary quality. In one series of scripts we 
get definite rulings as to the truth of the doctrine of reincarna
tion, in another equally definite denials of the same theory. 
The fact is that automatists consciously and subconsciously 

.. 
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are so occupied in attempting to prove survival, that all our 
scripts turn on that one subject. 

Richet states that, though he does not accept the evidence 
which comes through psychic phenomena as a proof of continued 
existence after death, he considers that all that can be done in 
that direction has been done. We cannot prove the unprov
able. Flammarion, on the other hand, accepts human survival 
as an indisputable and scientific fact. I think we may take it 
that in our untiring efforts to show that death is not the end, 
we are merely repeating ourselves. It might extend our know
ledge in a new direction if our automatists would make attempts 
at producing literary work arid persevere in the hope that the 
writings would eventually prove of value. 

Inspiration comes in many different forms. The genius and 
the saint are probably closely related. The "voices," which 
drove Joan of Arc away from her native village into the hazards 
of a soldier's life" and gave her guidance and ability to carry 
through what had baffled experienced minds, were of the same 
nature as the Dremon of Socrates and as the " something dre
monic" which insisted on composing Goethe's poems. 

If the " larger mind " can be tapped, let us make an effort 
to reach it, or if we can get in touch •with potent beings whose 
sense of beauty and wisdom is beyond ours, let us summon them 
if it is possible, let us ask them to use us for creative work ; the 
experiment is well worth trying. I do not forget the fact that 
a few books have been written automatically which db not 
deal with the future life, but so far as I know, none of these 
have added anything to literature that is worth considering. 
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THE FOURTH DIMENSION 
BY R. B. SPAN 

THERE are few subjects more fascinating than that of the 
Fourth Dimension of Space, and few of which so little is known. 

The vast majority of people have not eveh heard of the term 
and would hardly give credence to the theory unless they have 
some knowledge of psychical science or are geometers of the 
highest order. 

The late Mr. C. Howard Hinton, in his unique and scholarly 
book The Fourth Dimension (John Lane & Co., London), has 
given an excellent explanation and exposition of the subject 
from a mathematical point of view, in a clear and concise manner 
devoid of mathematical subtleties and technicalities. 

In referring to this work a reviewer in the Pall Mal? Gazette 
described it as "a treatise of admirable clearness. . . . Mr. 
Hinton brings us panting, but delighted, to at least a momentary 
faith in the Fourth Dimension, and upon the eye of this faith 
there opens a vista of interesting problems. . . . His book 
exhibits a boldness of speculation and a power of conceiving and 
expressing the inconceivable which rouses one's faculties like a 
tonic." • 

In his Scientific Romances Mr. Hinton presents the same sub
ject in an equally lucid and interesting manner. 

In this mortal phase of existence we are only acquainted with 
three dimensions of Space, viz. Length, Breadth, and Thickness 
(such as are contained in a cube), and the idea of another dimen
sion of space is naturally incredible and inconceivable to our 
limited human senses. Mr. Hinton and other famous geometers 
(such as Kant, Gauss, Fichte, Lobatchewski, and Schelling) 
argue that there is a fourth dimension which interpenetrates 
our world of three dimensions. Mr. Hinton states: "Geometers 
have taught that Space is not limited as ordinary experience 
would seem to inform us, but that we are quite capable of con
ceiving different kinds of Space. Our Space, as we know it, is 
limited to three dimensions, Length, Breadth, and Thickness. 
Geometers, by mathematical experiment's, have discovered that 
Space need not be so limited and affirm that there are indications 
of a fourth dime•R which is unknown to us in our present 
state of evolution." 

215 
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He further states : " After years of experiment which were 
entirely nugatory, I can lay it down as a verifiable fact that by 
taking the proper steps we can feel four-dimensional existence---;
that the human being, somehow and in some way, is not simply 
a three-dimensional being-in what way it is the province of 
science to discover. Higher Space is no mere external measure
ment. Jt is of course a Spiritual State-a spiritual condition, 
an inner development and one that we must recognize as abnor
mal since it is beyond the reach of the senses at our present state 
of evolution. We m<;ty conclude that so far from the Fourth 
Dimension being remote and far away-being a thing of symbolic 
import-a term for the explanation of dubious facts by a more 
obscure theory, it is really the most important fact within our 
knowledge. Our three-dimensional world is superficial. Those 
processes which really lie at the basis of all phenomena of matter 
escape our observation by their minuteness, but reveal to our 
intellect an amplitude of motion surpassing any that we can 
see." 

Mi:. Algernon Blackwood states in one of his books (John 
Silence) : "If Higher Space exists and our world borders on it 
and lies partially in it, it follows that we see only portions of all 
objects. We never see their true and complete shape. We 
see their three measurements but not their fourth. The new 
direction is concealed from us. 

'' The room one sits in has one side open to space-the ' Higher 
Space.' A closed box only seems closed. There is a way out 
of a soap bubble without breaking it. Once we learn to see in 
Higher Space all objects will appear as they -actually are." 

Professor Zollner, who spent i:p.any years in trying to prove 
the existence of a fourth dimension (and to his own satisfaction 
eventually succeeded in doing so), states in his book Tran
scendental Physics (p. 165) : "The ~hole phenomenon of clair
voyance admits of an easy and natural explanation by help of 
the Fourth Dimension. From the direction of the Fourth 
Dimension the • to us three-dime~sionally enclosed space must 
be regarded as appearing open, and indeed in an interval from 
the place of our body, so much the greater, the higher the soul 
is raised to the Fourth Dimension"; and further he adds:· "A 
great step has been made by acknowledging that the possibility 
of a four-dimensional development of Space can be understood 
by our intellect, although no corresponding image of it can. be 
conceived by the mind." 

Kant alludes to the subject thus : "If it is possible that there 
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be developmeflts of -other dimeµsions in Space., it is also very 
probable that God has somewhere produced them~ for His 
works have all the ,grandeur and variety that can possibly be 
comprised"; aRd farther he says: "Siililce everything we con
ceive isccm.ceived as being in. Spa<:e, there is nothing which comes 
before our minds from which the idea of Space can be derived ; 
it is eq1:1ally present fr1 the most rudimentary perception and 
the most complete." 

Professor Zollner stated that it is quite possible for a being 
belonging to the fomth dimension, alild operating in our world 
of three dimensiom.s, to tie knots in a siFJ.gle endless cord and pass 
articles in and out of -closed locked boxes in a (to us) super
physical manner. In fact, these feats were performed in his 
preseRce under the strictest test conditions, when trickery was 
out of the -question, in his house at Leipzig. On one occasion 
the Professor and a friend (a notable medium) were sitting alone 
at a table in his room at 7 p.m. Two wooden rings (which w.ere 
without joint or seam) were strung on a iong piece of strong 
catgut, the ends of which were tied in a peculiar knot and then 
sealed by the Professor with his special seal. The rings were 
then suspended from the table in a good light, the sealed ends 
of the catgut being under the Professor's band. Suddenly, as 
the two men sat talking, a rattling sound was heard at the other 
end of the room and they found that the two wooden rings had 
been transferred with incredible quickness from the catgut to a 
small table, and were encircling the central leg of the table in such 
a way that the table had to be taken to pieces to remove them. 

By a long succession of extraordinary manifestations it 
was conclusively proved to Professor Zollner that there was 
a fourth dimension of space inhabited by intelligent beings in 
the closes,t pr-oximity to oui three-dimensional sphere. Monsieur 
Victorien Sardou, the famous French* playwright, was another 
investigator in this field of research a:nd _also witnessed marvell
·ous phenomena. He used t0 relate that frequently when sitting, 
writing, or reading alone in his study (with the door locked 
to avoid interruption), roses and other flowers would fall 
apparently from the ceiling on to his desk or table, and 
sometimes materialize out of thin air in front of his face. 
The writer has often seen solid articles vanish and reappear, 
having evidently been taken into the fourth dimension and 
then sent back again-and of taese manifestations there were 

* Victorien Sardou was an ardent Spiritualist and possessed, medium
istic powers. He was author of the French play Spiritism. 
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several other reliable witnesses. On one occasion he witnessed 
a strange incident when quite alone. He was sitting in his 
room reading (in an hotel in the south of France) when a sound 
at the other side of the room (as of something falling) caused 
him to look in that direction, and there on the polished floor lay 
a white object that had certainly not been there a few minutes 
before. He crossed the room and picked it up. It proved to 
be a parcel of money which a few days before he had placed at 
the bottom of his trunk for security and very carefully hidden. 
The trunk had not been unlocked since. On further investiga
tion it was found that the packet of gold coins on the floor was 
undoubtedly the same that had been carefully locked away in 
the trunk. The unseen operator from the fourth dimension 
would not have performed this trick had the writer not been in 
the room, and the sound was sufficiently loud to attract attention. 

Professor Zollner relates an instance of a table completely 
vanishing before the eyes of the company, and a short time later 
reappearing above their heads floating in the air upside down, 
and then gliding gently to the floor. 

At a small seance the writer attended at a house near Mentone 
many years ago, one of the company suddenly vanished, and 
when every one was searching for the vanished lady, she sud
denly reappeared in the middle of the brilliantly lighted room, 
looking very white and dazed. 

The lady explained that a sudden faintness had seized her, 
and the next thing she knew was that she was standing in the 
middle of the room feeling as if she had come out of a trance. Her 
strange experience had so unnerved her that restoratives had 
to be applied, and then she had to retire to bed. 

The strangest case of this kind occurred many years ago 
to a Mr. and Mrs. Hill, of Denver, Colorado, who vouch for the 
truth of it. They were travelling in England at the time, and 
it so happened that one day they were temporarily without 
money and found that a bill for £9 for the shipment of some 
goods by rail had to be instantly paid. They were expecting 
money from America which had not arrived and did not know 
what to do. Presently Mrs. Hill, who was holding a pencil in 
her hand, felt controlled by some unseen force to write something, 
so she rested her hand on a sheet of paper and in a few moments 
this was inscribed: "Don't worry, we will help you, sit quite 
still and keep silence." They remained motionless and silent 
for about five minutes, when a jingling sound was heard behind 
them on the mantelpiece like coins clinking on china. Then 
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Mrs. Hill's hand was moved to write again and this appeared 
on the paper: "We are so glad to have been of assistance to 
you-look in the cup on the mantelpiece." They did so and 
found a number of gold coins which amounted to the very sum 
that was required to pay the bill. 

Adepts in magic are at times able to render themselves 
invisible. This is done by moving into the fourth dimension 
of space by certain occult processes, which involve certain 
oblique movements of the body and passes with the hands. It 
would seem that when one moves in the fourth dimension one 
eludes the limitations of our three dimensions altogether and 
moves in a peculiar oblique zigzag direction entirely at variance 
with any movement we are acquainted with on this material 
plane. There have always been a few advanced people who 
have grasped the secret of this movement and have been able 
thus to become invisible at will. This power, or secret, was known 
to some of the wise and holy men of old, also to some of the 
magicians. 

Mr. H. G. Wells, in one of his short stories called The Inex
perienced Ghost, relates how the ghost of a young schoolmaster 
who had committed suicide is forced to haunt a house, and one 
night the unfortunate ghost comes out of the fourth dimension 
into our world of three dimensions, and is unable to get back, 
as it had forgotten the correct passes and movements which 
would enable it to ·do so. In this plight it meets one of .the 
human inmates of the house (who is not afraid of ghosts) and 
they enter into conversation. The ghost explains his position, 
and states that the secret of passing from one dimension to the 
other consists of certain passes made with the hands, a compli
cated series of gestures and passes with hands and arms, and he 
had forgotten how to do it. The ghost practises the gestures 
before his human acquaintance, hoping that he may find out 
what is wrong, and at last manages to get the whole thing right, 
and standing erect with arms extended at right angles the intruder 
from the fourth dimension vanishes, and is not seen again. 

In another short story called The Door in the Wall, Mr. 
Wells again makes use of the theory of the fourth dimension 
and its close proximity to this world. This story is of exquisite 
beauty and is in Mr. Wells' best style. Here we have enchanted 
garden behind a mysterious door~a door • in a long blank 
wall in a quiet and secluded part of West Kensington. The 
young man notices the door ajar and enters to investigate 
the charming region he sees within, and inadvertently passes 

s 
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from our three-dimensional sphere into the fourth dimension. 
He describes it thus : " There was something in the very air 

of it that exhilarated, that gave one a sense of lightness and good 
happening and well-being; there was something in the sight of 
it that made all its colour clean and perfect and subtly luminous. 
In the instant of coming into it one was exquisitely glad-as 
only in rare moments and when one is young and joyful one 
can be glad in this world, and everything was beautiful there. . . . 

" It was, I tell you, an encp.anted garden, and the size ? Oh ! 
it stretched far and wide this way and that. I believe there were 
hills far away. Heaven knows where West Kensington had sud
denly gone to. • And somehow it was just like coming home." 

Then he goes on to describe the wonderful beauty of the 
garden, with its lawns and terraces, long pathways and 
gorgeous flowers, and those whom he met during his wanderings 
there-as only Mr. Wells can describe things: 

"It was a world with a different quality, a warmer, more 
penetrating and mellower light, with a faint clear gladness in its 
air, and wisps of sun-touched cloud in the blueness of its 
·sky .... " 

By this beautiful creation of Mr. Wells one is reminded of 
the experiences of two English ladies at Versailles, recorded in • 
a book entitled An Adventure (published by Macmillan & Co., 
London). In this case also the fourth dimension is inadver
tently entered ; but this narrative is sober, well-authenticated 
fact, and not the fantasy of a brilliant novelist. The story is 
very well known, and for years was the subject of much con
troversy, but I do not think it has been mentioned in its con
nection with the fourth dimension, though all sorts of theories 
have been promulgated to- account for the unique and extra
ordinary episode. Like the person in Mr. Wells' story, the two 
ladies pass unconsciously out of this sphere into another on 
reaching the entrance to the Versailles gardens. 

Mr. Algernon Blackwood, in one of his short stories, A Victim 
of-Higher Space, gives an interesting account of a man who for 
years had been frying to find the " Open Sesame " to the fourth 
dimension and at last succeeded-to quote the words of the 
narrator : " As a result of years of experimenting I one day 
slipped bodily into the next world-the world of four dimen
sions-yet without knowing how I got there, or how I could get 
back again. I discovered then that my ordinary three-dimen
sional body was but an expression-a partial projection of 
my higher four-dimensional body.'' 
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'He declared that the entry into the fourth dimension was 
produced by certain vibrations, and having once been into that 
sphere he was always liable to be carried back again, whether 
he wished it or not, when the vibrations were in the right key. 
The vibrations of certain kinds of music generally had the 
effect of throwing him into a state of intense inner vibration, 
and was off " inside himself " into the world of four dimen-

' sions and there had to stay until the vibrations subsided. 
Kant, in referring to the inmates of the fourth dimen

sion, says : "With reference to the high intelligencies by 
whom we are surrounded, we feel them, but we do not realize 
them. To realize them it will be necessary to develop our 
power of perception, or inner sight. The power of seeing with 
the bodily eye is limited to the three-dimensional section·; 
but the inner eye is not thus limited, and we can organize our 
power of seeing in higher space and can form conceptions of 
realities in this higher space, just as we can in our ordinary space, 
and this affords the groundwork for the perception and study 
of these beings other than man. 

"Just as some mechanical means are necessary for the appre
hension of our fellows in space, so a certain amount of mechanical 
education is necessary for the perception of higher beings in 
higher space. Exactly what relationship there is towards us 
on the part of these higher beings (call them angels or spirits) 
we cannot say in the least, but that there is such a relation 
seems clear, and the ludicrous manner in which our perceptions 
have been lirriited is a sufficient explanation of why they have 
not been scientifically apprehended." 

In conclusion, I think we may take it for granted that all 
psychical phenomena have their origin and mainspring in the 
ethereal world of the fourth dimension-all magic and miracles, 
ghosts and haunted houses, phantasms and fairies, and other 
things regarded as supernatural belong to this mysterious sphere. 
Here we find the Great Secret of the Ages! Our world lies in 
the Fourth Dimension, which, though invisible and intangible 
to our limited human senses, is nevertheless a great reality and 
comprises that "Next World" to which, sooner or later, we 
shall all go by the transition of .death. 
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COMPILED FROM AN UNPUBLISHED MS. AND EDITED BY 

DR. CHARLOTTE STURM 

IF we go back to the European origins of occult philosophy, 
that is to say, to the actual documents of the early alchemical 
speculators, we meet with a system so complete in itself, so 
adequate in its scope, and so truly a portion of the high world of 
literature by reason of the wonderful symbolism through whose 
medium it finds expression, that we are forced to believe we have 
here the offspring of an ancient house, so ancient that its historY, 
goes back, across dark ages and through times when learning 
was overthrown, as it then seemed for ever, and the world in 
tumult and despair, back to the Arabian Kings who so loved 
wisdom that they were wont to demand, as a portion of the con
queror's tribute, Greek manuscripts of philosophy and theology, 
back still further beyond these to the Neo-Platonists of Alexan
dria, and from thence yet back again, and more remotely still, 
to the wisdom of spiritual Egypt. 

It is impossible to deal with a system of philosophic or scien
tific thought in one article, but all readers of this Review are 
aware of the main external purport of alchemical literature, and 
know how, behind a symbolism that seems to have been rifled 
from the treasure-house of an Arabian night, it professes to teach 
the transmutation of base metals into gold by means of the 
Lapis Philosophorum, the Philosopher's Stone, the jewel of the 
ages, which when found gives all the heart desires. Avaricious 
and objective minds have taken these writings to be statements 
of fact, and accepting t.hem at their face value, have passed lives 
in dusty endeavour and waste experiment, seeking the Philo
sopher's Stone and the prolongation of physical life, always in 
vain, for in this search they found nothing they sought, though 
what they did find and rejected laid the foundations for the 
edifice of modem physical science. 

The search for the Philosopher's Stone is the story of the 
adventures of the soul, from life to life through all forms ; the 
story of the soul that rests in the spiritual body, is rewarded in 
the astral body, and is punished in the body that is terrestial. 

222 
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It. has been denied that the medireval occult philosophers, and 
particularly the Rosicrucians, held the doctrine of re-incarnation. 
It has been said that this doctrine is a modern addition to Western 
philosophy, that it dates from the foundation of the Theosophical 
Society, or at the earliest from the teachings of Allan Kardec. 
It has been stated both in public lectures and in published works, 
that the alchemical philosophers were even ignorant of the exis
tence of any such doctrine. Such denials are the result either 
of an imperfect knowledge of the literature, or of prejudice, or 
it may be of both. The medireval occultists were not ignorant 
of the doctrine of re-incarnation. They were the guardians of 
it through times when it was a dead secret, to be whispered from 
mouth to ear at midnight behind closed doors, as I could prove 
by a thousand quotations. Their published works were certainly 
not written so that he who runs may read, but were intentionally 
obscured by an overlay of phantastical allegory and wilfully 
ambiguous metaphor and symbol, partly, no doubt, because the 
time was not ripe, nor Western humanity ready, for these truths; 
and partly most certainly because these ancient servants of 
truth were in danger of their lives from the ·two persecuting 
religions of the old world, Islam and Christianity. 

Here it is not possible to go into this question, which has 
been mentioned because it is my purpose to write a brief outline 
of the alchemical conception of the Circle of Necessity, compiled 
from manuscript notes placed at my disposal by a writer who 
desires to remain unknown. He quotes, as one of the emblems 
behind which the alchemists concealed the doctrine of metem
psychcosis, an alchemical maxim of Raymond Lully, who was 
stoned to death by a Moslem crowd at Tunis in the year r3r5. 
In the fourteenth chapter of the book which Lully calls his 
codicil are these words : " Oportet enim matrem qure prius 
generat filium, inhumari in ventri filii, et ab eo generari," which 
is to say : " it must come to pass that the mother who bears 
a son shall be closed up in the womb of that son, and shall be 
born from him." 

The writer whose notes I quote sees in this aphorism proof 
that Lully was acquainted with the doctrine of re-birth, and knew 
also, and secretly teaches, the alternation of the sexes. 

The notes continue : " In volume V of the Theatrum Chemicum 
there is a work entitled 'The Philosophical Solution' which 
purports to be the original production of one Rodargirus, . but 
contains strong internal evidence of being partially at least a 
Latin translation or adaptation of the work of a much earlier 
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Arabian author. In the introduction to this work there is a hint 
that is of importance and help in the understanding of the doc
trine of successive lives as held by the alchemical philosophers. 
Our author in his Epistola or introduction tells how when medi
tating upon certain ancient astronomical writers the idea came 
to him that the circle of the heavens with its quadrants made 
by meridian and horizon, and its twelve zodiacal signs, could be 
used not merely as a convenient symbolism to express as it were 
by a diagram the permutations of the Philosophical Stone, that 
is to say, the wanderings of the soul through the Circle of Neces
sity, but was in very truth an actual explanation and not a mere 
symbol of these permutations and these wanderings. His thought 
is but an expression of the writing upon the emerald tablet of 
Hermes : ' As above, so below.' It is. but a variant of it, yet a 
very wonderful variant, as will be seen by following his discovery 
to its conclusion.'' 

It is not claimed by my writer that his exposition of the Circle 
of Necessity is to be found in the Philosophical Solution of Roda
girus, nor in any single alchemical work, but there is no part of it 
that is not supported by the literature as a whole. " As the 
pondering mind of man," he quotes Rodagirus," in following after 
one idea falls upon another, so at first did the distribution of 
the year, so beautifully and appropriately divided by the signs 
into twelve months and four seasons, ·offer to me an opportune 
occasion of dividing likewise the permutations of the soul into 
particular parts, so that it may be said to have its Spring, its 
Summer, its Autumn and its Winter, and each of these quadrants 
be divided as it were into so many months, each marked by the 
hieroglyphic of a sign." 

Now, says my writer, if this idea were only a conceit, or a 
mere arbitrary division of a cycle of _incarnations into twelve 
parts by way of comparison with the circle of the ecliptic, it 
would be of no more interest or value than a soothsayer's horo
scope, but that is by no means the case, for it most wonderfully 
happens that when we attempt to analyse such a cycle it falls 
naturaUy and inevitably into two halves, and four quadrants, 
and twelve parts, and this natural geometry moreover provides 
us with the solution tO" many curious spiritual problems. 

Whether, having drawn a circle, one calls it the circle of 
the heavens, or the circle of a man's life, or a period of history, 
or a cycle of incarnations, or the circle of one day of twenty
four hours, or a process· of thought which goes forth from 
and returns to a subject, does not matter, for it represents 
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and explains them all. It r~duces all material and spiritual 
processes to a common law. 

Suppose it to be the circle of twenty-four hours ; then it falls 
naturally into two parts, above and below, day and night, light 
and darkness, divided from one another by the horizon passing 

CIRCULUS JEGYPTIACVS. 

NOSES 
z 

MAIERIUS says: Solis itaque· imago vim activam nosfri_ subjecti 
dep.otat, Lunae passivam. . 

KALID says: Signa alchemiae hyemis sunt capricornus, aquarius, 
et pisces. - • • . • 

REGOR says: Post autumn um oportet te ab opere cessare, e.t opus 
novum incipere. 

from East to West through the centre of.-the circl~. At the East 
point the Sun rises, ascends to the zenith at noon, drops to the 
horizon in the West and falls at midnight to the nadir. So the 
circle of one day falls naturally into two halves and four 
quadrants. 

Out of this simplicity one may step directly into the corn-
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plexities of occult philosophy by saying : This circle is now the 
life of a man. 

From the sunrise of birth to the zenith or noon-point is the 
first quadrant of life, the springtime of youth ; from the zenith 
to sunset, the second quadrant or summer of life ; from sunset to 
the nadir its autumni and from the nadir to the horizon again, 
life's winter. Now during the first half of life, during the first 
half of any one incarnation, what does a man gain from the 
things he moves among, or what develop within himself ? He 
looks upon the world and seeks to grasp it. His life is an objec
tive life ; he is moving along the objective half of the circle of 
necessity. He develops Will. To what end that will is directed 
depends upon previous lives and past opportunities, but " I will 
do" is the legend beneath his coat of arms. "I will have, I 
will be, what I want I take and what I have I hold." 

Upon the lower half of the circle, the dark and twilight half 
of life, man is subjective; here he develops Wisdom. The 
external images of the world have died into his mind, and have 
become images of thought, the memories among which he ponders, 
the lessons he has learned from the external world. So beneath 
the horizon of the Circle of necessity, across its subjective half, 
one may write: "Here man develops Wisdom." 

Up to the present nothing has been said about the soul or 
about re-birth, but looking now upon the circle as the cycle of 
many incarnations, one may place in its upper objective half 
an image of the Sun, and in its lower subjective half an image of 
the Moon. That one is right in doing this, having the warrant 
of the ancients, may be seen by turning to the fourth book of 
the Arcana of Michael Maierius the Rosicrucian, page 196, who 
tells how from the earliest times the use was common among the 
Egyptians of foreshadowing the virtues and parts of the philoso
phical work by means of the planets or wandering stars of the 
heavens, that is to say, of symbolizing by known and visible 
lights those which are and ought to be unknown; by signs that 
which is signified; by an image the thing itself. And after 
making this appeal to antique custom he goes on to explain the 
use of such symbols among the alchemical philosophers. The 
image of the Sun, he says, denotes the active energy of our sub
ject, the image of the Moon the passive energy. And these 
emblems always denote the active and passive phases of the 
soul whether it be in the body or awaiting re-birth. 

The soul as it enters upon any cycle of incarnations is a young 
soul. It may have passed through many previous cycles, or not, 
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as the case may be, but with regard to this particular cycle it is 
a young soul. In the present evolutionary period a soul which 
entered incarnation for the first time on this planet, entering the 
circle at the Eastern point, would be a very primitive being. Let 
us call him Pithecanthropus, the name given him by the scientists 
who have recently discovered his skull in Rhodesia. We can 
imagine his life; he was a creature entirely objective and of 
the senses, slaying and being slain, eating and being eaten. His 
physical life was a drama of physical energy. For a certain 
number of incarnations he developed this material activity to 
its highest point. But it required a further series of lives to 
awaken the will-power that would subdue his perfected material 
activity and his bodily appetites to the purposes of the seed of 
spirit still dormant within him, let alone to the vaster purposes 
of the Cosmos. Thus there is a series of minor cycles of incarna
tion within the great cycle which may be called epicycles. 
Each quadrant of the great cycle contains three epicycles : the 
first is devoted to the development of activity, the second to the 
development of the will-power to subdue in some degree the 
energy of physical life to an organized purpose. Who was the 
flower and crown, the most perfect product -of the first epicycle ? 
That man, says my writer, who first invented the bow and arrow 
that he might slay his enemy from afar. The second epicycle, 
which brings the power to subdue for the purposes of the indivi
dual and his tribe all the activities acquired in previous existences, 
may have produced the first warrior king, who founded the first 
organized society and ruled it by death and torture, but still 
ruled it to the greatest good of the greatest number. 

When the soul through many lives has gained the qualities of 
activity and power in the two epicycles of metempsychosis, what 
remains for him still to win from the world ? What indeed but 
Wisdom ? And so we come to the third and last epicycle of the 
first quadrant, the epicycle of wisdom, the series of lives in which 
the soul gains the wisdom to subdue all past activities and powers 
and to make use of them for the establishment of laws and limi
tations that shall protect the securities of the man, the tribe, 
and the nation. 

The last incarnation of the epicycle of wisdom brings the soul 
to the end of the first quadrant and leaves him at the zenith. 
Here, at the zenith, the writer whom I quote places the names of 
Moses and Ccesar as being the best representatives of this stage 
of spiritual evolution. He imagines these to be souls who have 
travelled foe first quadrant of the Circle of Necessity, the positive 
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objective quadrant, for each of these four divisions of the circle 
is by nature obviously positive and negative alternately. It 
may with justice be said that Moses was greater than Cresar and 
ought not to be placed beside him, but my writer holds any 
difference between them to be not necessarily a difference of 
epicycle but of cycle, Moses having come to the zenith of many 
previous cycles, C:esar of but a few. 

We have now a division of the first quadrant, equally 
applicable to the· remaining quadrants, into three ·phases : a 
phase or epicycle of activity, of power, and of wisdom. Each 
quadrant is so divided, and in each the first epicycle of incarna
tion develops activity, the second power, the third wisdom, though 
it will be seen without further elaboration that a soul passing 
through the epicycle of activity in the last quadrant is develop
ing a different kind of activity than is a soul passing through the 
corresponding epicycle of the first quadrant, though both are 
developing activity as distinct from power or- wisdom. 

The Circle of Necessity has now fallen into twelve parts, and 
if one follows the Arabians, who followed the Egyptians, each 
epicycle may be called after one of the twelve signs of the Zodiac, 
the first being the epicycle of Aries, ~he second of. Taurus, and so 
on to that of Pisces. But these have no necessary connection 
with the corresponding constellations as they now stand in the 
heavens. The letters of the alphabet, or numbers, might have 
been adopted as conveniently, were it not that there is an impor
tant connection between certain very subtle conceptions in the 
Egyptian mysteries and the stages of the soul's pilgrimage around 
the Circle of Necessity, and the link between these is found in 
the original meaning of the Zodiacal signs. One cannot go into 
that here, but it is noteworthy that the divisions of activity, 
power and wisdom in the Circle correspond to the astrological 
division of the signs into cardinal, fixed, and mutable, and these 
correspond again to the Gunas of Theosophy: Rajas or Mobility, 
Tamas or Inertia, Sattva or Rhythm. If we draw within the 
circle, no matter from what point, a triangle whose sides are 
equal, we shall have activity and a cardinal sign at one angle, 
power and a mutable sign at another, and wisdom and a fixed 
sign at a third. It is possible to draw four such triangles only, 
one of which will hold the signs of earth, Taurus, Virgo, and 
Capricorn; another the watery signs, Cancer, Scorpio and Pisces; 
another the airy signs, Gemini, Libra, Aquarius ; and the fourth 
the fiery or etheric signs, Aries, Leo and Sagittarius. This of 
course in itself is elementary symbolism, but in its relation to the 
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BY HERBERT ADAMS 

BEYOND a brief review I do not recollect the appearance of 
anything in the Theosophical magazines regarding the remarkable 
books recently published by Mrs. Bailey in America. This 
has seemed to me a curious omission. It is not that the work 
of Mrs. Bailey needs the special form of advertisement which 
an eloquent eulogy in the journals would furnish: occult students 
are very well aware of it. But I cannot help thinking that 
Theosophists should have been the first to recognize and acknow
ledge freely and openly in their magazines the exceptional gift 
passed on to them. I do not hesitate to say that the teaching 
referred to exceeds in value anything published by the Theo
sophical Society since the foundation work of H. P. Blavatsky; 
nor is there anything, I believe,_ of such directly practical value 
in that work as the instruction given in the Letters on Occult 
Meditation. 

Perhaps one reason for the silence of these magazines is 
the fact that this teaching was not entrusted to any recognized 
leader of the Theosophical movement and published by its 
Society, and therefore it is not to be considered an authentic 

* It will, of course, be understood that I am in no way responsible for 
the opinions expressed in this article, or for the author's criticisms of the 
Theosophical attitude towards Mrs. Bailey's works. As a matter of fact, 
Mrs. Bailey's books are sold by the Theosophical Publishing House, as 
well as by my own publishers, William Rider & Son, Ltd., and I would 
suggest that the attitude referred to is therefore probably rather that of 
certain individual Theosophists than of the Society generally. The fact 
that these communications have been received through some entirely 
independent channel would hardly, I think, militate against their being 
read and appreciated by Theosophists. As a matter of fact, the OccuLT 
REVIEW itself, as is well known, is entirely independent in its outlook, and 
yet is very widely read in Theosophical circles. I understand that Mrs. 
Bailey is a very remarkable woman, and the teaching given through her 
is certainly calculated to arouse interest amongst Theosophists, whatever 
view may be adopted as to its origin. For the benefit of inquirers I may 
mention that Mrs. Bailey's books on sale by_ my publishers and alsr, by 
the Theosophical Publishing House are Letters on Occult Meditation; 
Initiation, Human and Solar; and The Consciousness of the Atom. 

• ·EDITOR. 
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work and having the personal sanction of those Masters to whom 
Theosophists look up with reverence. Such an attitude would 
be a capital mistake. I know there exist diverse opinions as to 
the actual source of the teaching which Mrs. Bailey is giving 
to the world. For my part, I believe that, if not directly given 
by the Masters of the second ray with whose names we are 
familiar, it is nevertheless being imparted with the express sanction 
of those Masters. I have heard it remarked by a well-known 
Theosophist that the teaching is probably only the work of a 
chela, the implication being that it is therefore not reliable. 
This is nothing to the point. Do not the Masters use chelas? 
Do not the letters of the Masters show clearly enough that through 
the instrumentality of chelas some of their best work has been 
accomplished? This is not sound Theosophical judgment. 
Theosophists should be competent to recognize an occult classic 
when it appears. 

I express my opinion that the Tibetan Teacher who is impart
ing this instruction to Mrs. Bailey, whether he be a chela or a 
super-chela, is imparting it with the full knowledge and the 
express sanction of the Masters of the second ray. I can give no 
objective proof of this : it is merely rriy opinion. But my 
o'pinion matters little. The intrinsic value of the teaching 
will be recognized by those who have reached a certain point of 
occult evolution, and the question of who is the author will 
not in the least disturb them. For the first time in the history 
of the Theosophical movement this teaching supplies its members 
with a lucid and scientific method of attainment on the path. 
It does not ·appear that Mrs. Bailey is a member. of that move
ment. That she has the high sanction to publish independently 
I consider of much significance-especially for Theosophists. 
Every Theqsophical student must reverence the foundation 
work of H.P.B; even so, hundreds have been bewildered by 
the technical complications of it. It is safe to say that from 
that work only a mere handful of students have been spiritually 
discerning enough to deduce a practical way of attainment. 
This statement may be resented by some, but no one acquainted 
with the private opinions of Theosophical students can conclude 
otherwise. The Secret Doctrine of H.P:B., grand, impressive 
and revealing, baffles and perplexes the average student. As he 
reads he feels that he has set foot in one of Nature's untrodden 
wildernesses. Trees of giant growth rise on every hand. Around 
him is a great silence. He glimpses here and there secret paths 
along which a few strong and skilful feet have passed, and in 

, 
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moments of unusual enthusiasm he attempts these paths, but 
unexpected boulders loom ahead and he is compelled to return. 
He is sure there is a way ; he sees the footprints of the great 
Companions ; . but they appear to terminate abruptly and he is 
left in greater perplexity. He has courage, his heart is 'true, his 
desire keen ; yet he can make little progress. He is helpless 
without a competent and communicative guide. 

This is not an imaginary or an exaggerated picture. It is 
permissible to write from experience. And in so doing, my 
last thought is to attempt to disparage the noble work of a 
pioneer whom I revere. That which was given to her she gave 
out ; and through her men became aware of the existence of 
the vast unexplored territory of the sages. She fulfilled precisely 
the purpose of the Masters in drawing a map of this territory, 
which was to be surveyed from every point of view possible 
to us. We were to measure the distances in the mind's eye, 
endeavour to appreciate the difficulties and count the cost 
of the journey across it, and then raise a petition of such intensity 
for a detailed chart of the path as would justify the Masters in 
sending a messenger to furnish it. 

There is no doubt in my mind that the Tibetan Teacher who 
is using Mrs. Bailey to transmit 'his valuable instruction is an 
authorized messenger ; and it is vastly significant that it is not 
being transmitted in the name of Theosophy, or to students of 
Theosophy, but in the name of the Masters to the occult students 
of the world. I am not greatly concerned who the Tibeh1,n Teacher 
is ; I only know that those who are desirous of following the 
Eastern path can trust his guidance. The information con
tained in the Letters throws a wonderful light along the whole 
path which H.P.B. took to the feet of the Adepts. Sirice her 
day the books written on meditation have been legion. Nearly 
all of them profess t9 teach what is vaguely called the Yogi 
method of attainment. The barest outline of the science has 
been published, for the simple reason that the majority of those 
who persistently multiplied these instructions had little else to 
give. Yet up to the present time Theosophical students have 
had to be content with this bare outline in the pursuit of the 
meditative life : nothing in the form of a scientific method has 
been presented to them. On their part it has been mainly a 
matter of faith and the solemn worship of a few outstanding 
characters several incarnations ahead of them. Again and 
again I have encountered students who have given the best 
years of their life to meditation on the real and the unreal, the 
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Self and the not-Self, who express dissatisfaction with their 
attainment and who acknowledge that they are still unable to 
say just where they stand on the occult path, or whether indeed 
they have made any considerable inner headway at all. 

I believe the work in general of the Tibetan messenger is what 
might be termed an esoteric supplement or key to the foundation 
work of H.P.B. At least, there are many indications therein 
which would incline the analytical and intuitive student to so 
consider it. As in her day, so in ours, few are the really practical 
Theosophists, and I am far from thinking that the majority 
of students who read the treatise on meditation will be either 
willing or ready to test out practically the strong Master vibration 
in it. • Here again it is chiefly a matter of past evolution. It is 
easy enough to talk Theosophy : the question is, What can you 
do with it? 

However, Theosophical students are not wholly to blame for 
not being practical mystics. They could only use such methods 
of attainment, insufficient as they were, as were given them. 
With the advent of the Tibetan messenger a new epoch opens, and 
if he cannot assist them to make good they are poor Theosophists 
indeed. But let it not be thought that they have here a short 
cut to adeptship. Far from it: it is still the same old path, 
steep and difficult, demanding a clear brain and strong hands 
from the very beginning. The lukewarm Theosophist and the 
omniscient one will alike go empty away. For it is characteristic 
of this Teacher that he plunges immediately into the depths of 
his science, without preamble or explanation, with masterly 
skill, assuming that his reader comes thoroughly prepared and 
dedicated to the task and is willing to be taught what he really 
does not know. 
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is required as evidence of bona fides, and must in every case 
accompany correspondence sent for insertion in the pages of 
the OccuLT REvrnw.-En.] 

THE DANGERS OF SPIRITISM. 

To the Editor of the OccuLT REVIEW. 

DEAR Srn,-I have read with interest Mr. Pim's article on "The 
Dangers of Spiritism," in the September number of the OCCULT 
REVIEW. He writes in a polemical vein, and while I should like to 
say that there can hardly be two opinions concerning the risks in
curred by a headlong plunge into promiscuous "Spiritualism," or 
"Spiritism," especially by inexperienced, hysterical, and unduly 
nervous persons, yet I confess in the case of Mr. Pim and his friends 
they seem to have gone out of their way to court the very dangers 
which have constantly been set forth by careful investigators. 

It is an axiom that like attracts like, and anyone wishing to see 
"Hell" may find many short cuts there, and plenty of helpers both 
seen and unseen. I do not, of course, refer to an abode of fire and 
brimstone, but to that hell which, as Milton says, is in the human 
mind, and just as our Lord says, "The Kingdom of Heaven is within 
you." 

Mr. Pim and his friends evidently blended unusually well, but the 
Indian Yogi attitude of powerful concentration he describes, is gener
ally deprecated by Spiritualists as being too tense, or "positive," as 
they term it. For the finer vibrations to manifest it is understood 
that a quiet, prayerful, and simply receptive frame of mind is best. 
We who believe we have our own Guardian Angels ever with us feel 
sure that their blessed influence can and will intervene between 
ourselves and malevolent unseen forces, whose existence it would be 
foolish to deny. 

Probably the white-haired nun who dealt so summarily with Mr. 
Pim was angry at a young girl's presence in the midst of what she 
would certainly deem an unholy rite, and considered that gentleman 
responsible, as being the doyen of the Circle. He was quite wise in 
his decision to abandon all such investigations for the future, and to 
leave Bogledom severely alone. But he has no more right to make 
a sweeping denunciation of the whole psychic realm than a rabid 
teetotaller has to condemn the vintage so delightfully sung of by 
Omar Khayyam, or a man to object to the use of the public telephone 
because murderers and thieves may have also used the same call
office. 

235 T 
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All religions, as we know, are based upon intercommunion with a 
spirit world; some more, some less. And we know, also, that a 
false use can be made of-religion, as history has shown. 

Sl!lrely it was the Divine Master's sympathy wi,th the longings of 
the human heart which made .Him so soon reveal Himself to His 
·specially chosen group of friends, in the first crnsliiag sorrnw of their 
bereavement;-as when He appeared in their midst in that "upper 
room," with its closed doors, blessing them, and vanishing from 
their sight. 

Lady Grey of Falloden bas written very beautifully of this, "the 
greatest ghost _story in the world," in her book, Shepherd's Crowns, 
under the title, "Some Aspects of the Higher Spiritualism." It 
would be well that this aspect should be .considered by all investi
gators, as 'it has been by many, including the late Rev. Arthur 
Chambers., whose fine works are so widely known, and the Rev. F, 
Fielding Ould, who has written a charming book on The Wonders of 
the Saints, viewed in the light of Spiritualism. 

·w. T. Stead was never tired of warning novices to beware of "lions 
in the pat~," not only in spiritualistic highways and byways, but 
in all other fields of exploration. "The whole thing,'' as he once 
characteristically said, " must be taken plus common sense and the 
Ten Commandments." 

Yours faithfully, 
EDITH K. HARPER. 

To the Editor of the OccuLT REVIEW. 

Srn,_:With reference to the article on the "Dangers of Spintism " ,.. 
in your last issue, Mr. Pim gives an instance of hy,pnotic suggestion 
to prove the reality of Hell. He willed the Scottish Presbyterian 
who w.as losing his belief in it to go there under his suggestion-and 
succeeded. ' This he considers prnves the existence of Hell. • 

Now I have seen a hypnotized subject, who thought.he was fishing, 
sitting on the back of a chair, with his feet on the se.at. He went 
through all the actions, throwing the line after bai'ting the imaginary 
hook, and caught an imaginary fish, which he .landed so vigorously 
'that he and the chair fell backwards with a tremendous bang. That 
man no doubt was perfectly convinced that he had really been fishing 
... but he had not! And the subject who was convirrced he had 
been to Hell had not...:_in reality-only in imagination: Therefore 
I fail to be convinced ! 

Your cri·'ticisms on the Johannes script refresh me'.' I nave read 
the article by Miss Gibbes, and consider Johannes singularly un
convincing. 

With regard to death in infancy, I am a strong believer 'in rein
carnation. I am acquainted with several people who claim to remember 
snatches of previous lives on earth, whose word in other matters is 
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trustworthy, and would have no object in professing to remember 
such things unless they truly did. This theory also is rational, and 
accounts for all the inequalities of life, banishing the idea of injustice 
altogether. We have ourselves to thank-not our parents-for the 
environment into which we are born each time. And this also accounts 
(to me) for the death of infants. No doubt either through careless
ness or abuse of power (as in those who lightly cause war) the child 
who dies early has incurred some Karmic debt, which it must pay off 
with its own life. I imagine that it is a great ordeal to be born
greater even than dying, and includes a lot of preparation-that 
appears to be wasted in the futility of early death. But he who acci
dentally, intentionally, or through carelessness causes another person's 
death, must accept the inevitable consequences in his own person 
some time. The Karmic law is relentless. It seems probable that 
for each life we have for any reason cut short-even most inadvert
ently-we shall have to pay. 

As for the idea that we have only one earth life, I fail to see the 
reason, unless into one life we could cram every sort of experience 
that there is on this planet. All experience is useful, and perhaps 
necessary. 

Sincerely yours, 
AMY M. IRVINE. 

To the Editor of the OccuLT REVIEW. 

DEAR $rn,-Mr. Moore Pim's article under the title "Dangers of 
Spiritism " would seem of unusual importance, not only because of the 
warning it conveys, but because of the personalities concerned, and 
the open-minded and scientific spirit in which they sought for light 
and truth in a mayavic and ill-charted region. 

Spiritualists may justly object that "Dangers of Spiritism," or, 
as the OCCULT REVIEW contents bill "features" it: The Dangerous 
Side of Spiritualism, are misleading titles, whatever these terms con-
note here or in France. • 

The experiences of Mr. Pim and his associates give striking emphasis 
to the warning of occultists as to the.dangers of "sitting for develop-
ment," without wise, experienced guidance. 

In taking the rare Hindu book as a guide, Mr. Pim was apparently 
following the Hatha Yoga system-one that no Westerner seeking 
spiritual and psychic unfoldment would follow. True, it brought 
results. Mr. Pim was able to bring under the control of the cerebro
spinal system a function that for ages had been relegated to the mar
vellous automatism of the body. This is retrogression, however satis
fying it may be to the Hindu, whose psycho-physical " make-up " 
differs widely from that of the Westerner. . 

The terrible experiences of the " Scottish Presbyterian " who 
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doubted the existence of hell, and was promptly " willed " there during 
hypnotic trance, is not without a spice of humour. 

However we may interpret these instructive and often disconcerting 
experiences, or differ as to where their moral is most needed, Mr. Pim 
has been as honest and outspoken as he whose gaze was " Towards the 
Stars." • 

Yours, etc. 
J. SCOTT BA TT AMS. 

SWEDENBORGIANISM AND INVOCATION. 

To the Editor of the QccuLT REVIEW. 

DEAR Srn,-On looking through past issues of the OCCULT REVIEW 
I notice with interest Mr. H. S. Redgrove's article. in the November 
edition, dealing wjth Blake's criticism of Swedenborg. 

Will any of your readers enlighten me as to the principles upon 
which the theology of the Swedenborgian doctrine is based ? From 
data at hand my inference consists solely in the assumption that the 
Swedish philosopher's system of communication with angels.embodies 
a type of invocation, and this I take it is distinct from any system 
of Theocracy, or government of a sacerdotal caste or nation by a 
Divine Deity or God. 

Am I correct in imagining that Emanuel Swedenborg, although 
professing a knowledge of the Divine Being through spiritual ecstasy, 
revelation and direct intuition, was not a theurgist, a believer in the 
ruling of the destiny of man by the angelological system of pneumat
ology ? and that he was therefore not a mystic ? 

According to Swedenborg all Bibliological substance consists 
essentially of three important states, viz., the Celestial (or divine), 
the Spiritual, and the Natural. He accordingly claimed that through 
the Spiritual desire of his natural body, he was made acquainted 
with the Intelligence of the Celestial Deity, and in accordance with 
these revelations he was led to understand that he himself was the 
one appointed for the founding of the New Jerusalem Church (referred 
to in the Bible in Revelations). . 

He believed that the dispensations of divine revelation were con
cluded by various judgments, and that his founding of the New Church 
and the preaching of its doctrines in I759 ended the last dispensation 
which is mentioned in the Apocalypse. 

By a system of communication Swedenborg maintained that man 
was spiritually acquainted with the angels, and that God created angels 
after His Own Image just as He created Man, and that therefore 
we being created man God must necessarily be Uncreate Man. 

By divine inspiration (we are told) certain revelations are given to 
man by the angels ; it is in fact by a system of angelology and divina
tion of angels that Swedenborg and his followers had revealed to them 
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knowledge of Heaven, and it is to be supposed that .the three senses 
which I have menti9ned before, are united correlatively by a system 
of correspondence between Man regenerate, or (I take it) man in 
the spirit, who is in direct communication with Heaven and the angels, 
and also that the believers in the doctrine of the New Church are 
endowed with a singular insight into spiritual matters. 

With regard to the universal belief in the mode of revelation by 
inspiration, it is to be inferred that the spiritual revelations of the 
Swedenborgians are produced through recource to the principles of 
invocation, analogous to the current methods of exorcizing and invoking 
good spirits and by some termed White Magic, as opposed to the invo
cation of bad spirits and designated Black Magic, exemplifying the 
systems of Angelology and Demonology respectively. 

I would very much like to be instructed further with regard to 
my assumption with reference to the Swedenborgian principles of 
religion, which, as I have before stated, appears to me to constitute 
a very evident form of invocation. 

Yours faithfully, 
FRANK W. BRITTON. 

A BIOGRAPHY ·OF MARY EVEREST BOOLE. 

To the Editor of the OccuLT REVIEW. 

DEAR Srn,-I have undertaken to help in the collection of material 
for a biography of Mary Everest Boole, the writer upon psychology 
and education, which is in contemplation. I should, therefore, be 
very grateful for your help in appealing to any of your readers who 
may have letters from Mrs. Boole for the loan of them. Any material 
lent will be treated with the utmost care and copied and returned 
immediately. Reminiscences of, or letters from, Mrs. Boole's huss 
band, George Boole, Professor of Mathematics at the University of 
Cork, and the Rev. Thomas Everest, Mrs. Boole's father, would be 
welcome also. I am prepared to journey to any part of Great Britain 
to interview old friends of the family. 

Thanking you in advance, 
I am, yours very truly, 

FLORENCE DANIEL, 
c/o The C. W. Daniel Company, 

3 Tudor Street, London, E.C-4-

A PRIMER OF HIGHER SPACE. 

To the Editor of the Occuq REVIEW. 

DEAR Srn,-In your review of "A Primer of Higher Space," on 
page 383 of your June journal, your reviewer has given an example 
of a magic square. In connection with these squares, please let me 
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tell you that I can fill up any number of squares (illimitable) of odd 
values with figures which will give ~be same sum-total counting 
vertically, horizontally and diagonally in the following formulre : 

i. When N = nu,mber of squares in each line 

N(n 2 + 1) 

2 

2. When N = the full number of squares 

-Vn(n + I) 
2 

BOMBAY. Yours faithfully, 
P. 



PERIODICAL LITERATURE 

WE haV,e received with no ordinary iNterest a further issue of THE, 
EASTERN BuDDHISJ:, about which we had heard nothing, to our regret, 
after an example dated in April,, 1923,. An editoFial now informs us 
that publication was suspended of necessity owiiIDg to the ea.Fthq:u.ake 
disaster of September in that year, whelil the printing-office was 
entire1y burnt out. The undeFtaking has at length been resumed 
in the form of a quarterly review, and we trnst that i:t will continue,_ 
free from further difficulties, for many years to come. It is produced 
on behalf of the Easfern Buddhist Society at Kyoto-, Japan,, and is 
devoted to the study of Ma:b.ayana Buddhism, claiming at the same 
time an unsectarian cha:racter. We have always regaFded it as 
incomparably the best publication which appears in English-or 
indeed in any Eurnpean language-olil! any branch of its important 
subject. The new issue before l!ls, which opens a new volume,_ is JilOit 

less excellent than those that have. preceded, even i!f we can remember 
two or three in the past which may hav.e been of wider general interest 
to readers in the Wesf. An article on Enl:ighfenment and Ignor
ance seems to give the keynote of the magazine itself and its, out
look. The value of scholarly research on its· own subijects is not like1y 
to be depreciated'. by THE E.>.STERN BUDDHISffi, as iits record exfuibits 
throughout; but it is realized on the other hand tha~ tlue vital thing 
in matters which belong to experience is to be ab0ut the business of 
experience,, whatever it is·, but most especially in matters which 
concern the soul and its progress iin the path of Divine Attainment. 
As to that which is Buddhi'sm, the study of Buddha's own teaching 
and the testimony of his disciples-those abo,ve: all ,in proximity to 
his own epoch and those who learned in his presence-are indispensable 
on the intellectual side. But there. is something which lies beyond 
and d©es not belong to the records of the· Great Work, but is the 
Great Work itself. This is the spiritual experience on which the 
age-old eastern Master founded his doctrine and wherein its warrantlies. 
It is indubitable that the living question of all is the nature of this 
experience, and here is the main subject of the paper to which we 
refer. A beginning is made by affirming that what he himself saw 
and realized in the state which is called Enlightenment is that which 
Gautama desired his followers to attain and see, each on his own parf. 
The consideration is prolonged through many illuminating pages, 
but we can epitomize only in the briefest possible way to ascertain 
its active rneaniIDg,, so far as we are ourselves concerned. Expressing 
it in our own language, the thesis is that there is a state beyond 
intellection, a state which is not comprehended within the measures 
of logical understanding,, and therein a light enters the soul wl:Mch 
our rational content, otherwise the material mind, cannot behold or 
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grasp. It is to be understood, however, that in the aftermath of 
the experience there is something-be it shadow or similitude
reflected downward, or there could be no witness to the experience. 
The rational understanding becomes therefore a mediator, a channel 
of transmission, primarily to the self-part in consciousness and thence 
to those who are prepared in the world at large. 

The kind of experience which converted Gautama from the position 
of Bodhisattva into that of Buddha is not only described as enlighten
ment, but release, freedom, liberation, " the destruction of craving, 
the death of passion, quietude of heart " and-it is added-Nirvana, 
presumably a foretaste of that which is the source of these in the 
mode of absolute being. According to the Mahayana School, the 
state was one of " supreme perfect knowledge " and "understanding 
of a higher order than that which is habitually exercised iri acquiring 
relative knowledge." It was reached by a faculty described as at 
once intellectual and spiritual, through the operation of which 
"the soul is enabled to break the fetters of consciousness." But when 
this faculty is examined and described further we find that it was known 
well in Houses of Carmel and other centres of true theosophia, for 
that which Japanese Buddhism terms "intuition born of will" and 
will made free from its " cognitive conditions " is familiar to us under 
the name of Divine Love. And that which is reached by the plenary 
exercise of this faculty is the same in East and West, being the union 
of subject and object, the knower and the Known, the state of " one
thought-viewing," as it is described somewhat awkwardly in eastern 
terms, but for us the loving union of the soul and God. In Buddhism 
it liberates from the circle of rebirth, as well as from what is called 
ignorance, pain and defilement: in the Higher Christianity it gives 
knowledge of the soul in God. The conclusion is that it cannot be 
otherwise than good and profitable to extend our knowledge of eastern 
paths of experience, but they offer nothing to distract us from our 
own Way of the Lord, while if there be any understanding of Will in 
Mayahana Buddhism by which it is distinguished from Love, we are 
very certain on our own part that we know the better way. 
. Among other papers in THE EASTERN BUDDHIST there is one on 
the Doctrine of the Tendai Sect, which divides the life of Buddha 
into five successive periods and traces their connection with five grades 
of teaching, the purpose of which is to lead '! step by step into Buddha
hood." It sees Buddha in all things and all things in Buddha, the 
ideal in the real and "evil as not different from good." In a word, 
it is a great system of casuistry. There is also the beginning of a 
series on the Shingon sect of Japanese Buddhism, which represents 
an eirenicon "between Shinto and Buddhism," on the ground that 
their gods are the same, those of Shinto " being personifications of 
the Bodhisattvas." It is thought by some scholars to have been 
"directly derived from contact with Christianity through Nestorian
ism, rather than the offspring of pure Indian teaching," its founder 
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having come in contact with Nestorian teachers in China, early in 
the ninth century. It seems to practise a Rite of Baptism, and there 
are other Christian resemblances. 

M. Camille Flammarion continues to chronicle in LA REVUE 
SPIRITE his " curious and remarkable manifestations. of survival," 
authenticated stories of the haunted and the haunters, apparitions 
of the living and other studies of the unknown coming into sporadic 
manifestation. They are almost invariably new cases, communicated 
by correspondents with first-hand knowledge concerning them. In 
addition to their intrinsic interest and occasional importance, they 
are illustrated by short commentaries on the part of the venerable 
astronomer which appraise their value, and sometimes glance at the 
field that opens before them and calls for explanation, with a view 
to future discoveries. "The world unknown is incomparably vaster 
than that which is known about us," says Camille Flarnmarion, 
and our studies in this region are gathering slowly but surely the 
elements of a new science, concerned with the nature of the soul and 
its faculties. "There is a whole world unseen awaiting our discovery," 
and its exploration will be the glory of the twentieth century .... 
M. Henri Durville is following up his vast treatise entitled LA SCIENCE 
SECRETE by a discourse on Egyptian Mysteries in the pages of PSYCHIC 
MAGAZINE, which appears under his own editorship. It is treading 
upon very thin ice, having regard to the fact that Egyptologists who 
count as such would deny that there were initiations in Egypt-as 
the term is understood among us-while the Mysteries of Isis, about 
which we learn from Apuleius, were an exceedingly late development. 
This notwithstanding, we shall follow M. 'Durville with interest and 
see what he makes of his subject, it being understood that his first 
article is introductory and general in character. It draws something 
from the story at large of Ancient Mysteries, the secrecy by which they 
were encompassed and the pledges imposed on those received therein. 
We note that in the author's opinion the mystical sacrifice of the 
Christian Mass is an initiatory ceremonial par excellence, and for 
those who have minds to interpret there is no question that it is so 
described correctly, nor has the view originated with M. Durville. 
On the other hand, when he affirms that Hermetists, Alchemists and 
Freemasons have drawn from Gnostic Initiations, it would seem that 
a ship of great speculation has been launched to navigate a sea of 
dreams. . . . LE VOILE n'Is1s is also concerned with Egypt in one 
of its studies, but in respect of its hieroglyphics, not of possible 
initiations. It affirms that Osiris represents Religion ; Isis, the 
Spirit in man; Seth, infidelity; Hermes, the Awakening of God; 
Ptah, the Opening of Intelligence; Nepthys, Inspiration; Anubis, 
Discernment ; Typhon, Temptation, and so forth. Side by side with 
these speculations there emerges a profound discontent with "the 
platitude of translations" obtained by help of the key provided on 
the Rosetta Stone, and the thesis is that hieroglyphical writing is still 
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guarding its inviolate secret. Champollion made two fundamental 
mistakes : he based his translations on Coptic, and " he was content 
to identify anaglyphs by their apparent name without having rega_rd 
to their symbol." The result has been to furnish a trivial surface 
sense, but to unlock the true and inward meaning demands a very 
different key. M. Jean de Villodon, the author of these revelations, 
claims, however, to have found it and to have possessed himself in 
this manner of facts unknown concerning the science of Egyptian 
temples. The outcome in his view will be a new Egyptology, unfolding 
the veritable history o:£ Egypt and furnishililg " a criterion by which 
to estimate the fantasies of misled archaeologists and historians." 
We presume that we shall hear further concernililg this· clavis abscon
ditorum, whether or noi: it will be fo1illnd to offer " an open entrance 
to the closed palace" of the (Edipus Egyptiacus. 

Current Theosophical magazine_s continue to J?eflect their normal 
distinctions of outlook, cla,im aBd interest, and naturally amidst a 
wide seleciion there are many articles which stand at their own value, 
representing independent subjeets of occult coacem. In THEOSOPHY 
IN_Tf!~ BRITISH ISLES, Mr. J. S. Pattison seeks to present correspond
ences between the zodiacal Signs, the, Gates of the Nile and twelve 
processes of .Akhemy. He appears to- identify the White Tincture 
with Philosophic.al: Mercury, which is at iss1:1e with the general con
sensus of alchemical books; but it should be explained that he is 
offering sugg,estions only, to be taken or left as such. . . . THEO
SOPHY IN INDIA ha,s an article on the Inner Life, regarded as" conscious 
recognition of God" and growth therein. . . . THEOSOPHY IN 
AUSTRALIA has a continued series on the Mystery of Incarnation, 
which gj.ves examples of many writers, including Jacob Behme and 
Charles Dickens, who in the course· of creative work have been con
scious of "an extraordinary access of inspiration," as if that work 
were being done for them and in them, but not by an ordinary opera
tion of the rational mind. It was otherwise in virtue of " something 
above and beyond the Felea,se of stoFed up ideas." . . . THE BEACON 
appears in New York and is described as "devoted to occultism," 
but it is; mainly Theosophieal in character, having articles on the 
Way to the Masters and Lessons on the Secret Doctrine. . . . In 
ANTHROPOSOPHY there. is a series of papers by Dr. Rudolf Steiner on 
the Life of the Soµl, togetheF with notes of a lecture on Spirit Realities 
and Shadows. . . . Mrs. Lang continues, t<D issue DIVINE LIFE from 
Chicago, as the organ of her particular Theosophical Society of 
America,, and her present activities-include a series of chapters entitled 
SoN OF MAN, described rather qua~ntly as "·the sequel-to evolution." 
But if true evolution is to be understood .as growth: "in God and the. 
unfoldment from within of Divine Grace and its power:s, we should 
not regard the process as arrested when Shiloh comes, or as giving place 
to· something else. But Mrs. Lang is not always very clear, and it is 
probably a confusion of 1:erms. 
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TaE HAND AND ITS MYSTERIES. By " Karma " (Author of " Astrology of the 

Ancient .Egyptians.") Cr. 8vo. With 23 full-page illustrations. ros. 6d. 
net. 

THE BORDERLAND : Some Problems of Insanity. By Theophilus Bulkeley 
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MY PSYCHIC ADVENTURES. By J. Malcolm Bird. Cr. 8vo. Illustrated. 
7s. 6d. 

D. APPLETON & CO. 
THE FIELD OF PSYCHOLOGY. By M. Bentley. I5s. net. A new survey and 

summary of recent de'velopments in psychology. 

EDWARD ARNOLD. 
THE PAPER MooN. By L. C. Hobart. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. A novel along 

occult lines, of which Greville Fane is the villain, and Jake the hero. The 
characters of these two men typify the forces of good and evil which contend 
for mastery throughout the book. 

BURNS, OATES & WASHBOURNE, LTD. 
CLOUD OF UNKNOWING (THE), THE EPISTLE OF PRIVY COUNSEL, AND DENIS' 

HID DIVINITY. By an anonymous English mystic of the fourteenth cen
tury, with Notes on the Cloud by Father Augustine Baker, O.S.B. (1575-
1641). Edited with an Introdu.ction by Dom Justin McCann, O.S.B. _Cloth, 
5s. ; leather, 7s. 6d. 

JONATHAN CAPE, 'LTD. 
TRIMBLERIGG. By Laurence Housman. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d. A book for which 

Mr. Housman claims "actual verbal inspiration." This new Hyde and 
Jekyll story, in whi'ch, though the spiritual alterations are swift and 
startling, no change of outward appearance takes place, will, we fear, 
scandalize many, infuriate a few, and cause unholy delight to others. 

CASSELL & CO., LTD. 
GREY FACE. By Sax Rohmer. Cr. 8vo. 304 pp. Cloth gilt. 7s. 6d. net. 

This book is compounded of several mysteries-mysteries of crime, myster
ies of science, occult mysteries, and psychic wonders. 

THOSE I REMEMBER. By Catherine Radziwill. Cr. 8vo. • 288 pp. ros. 6d. net. 
Includes amongst other reminiscences, anecdotes concerning Oscar Wilde, 
Tennyson, Lord Lytton, etc. 

CONSTABLE & CO., LTD. 
RELIGIOUS LIFE IN ANCIENT EGYPT. By Sir Flinders Petrie, F.R.S., F.B.A. 

Crown 8vo. • 6s. net. Coloured frontispiece. The writer's aim is not to 
give an account of the theory or theology of the ancient Egyptians, but to 
reconstruct for us their actual daily practice of religion. 

SHAMAN, SAIVA AND SuFI: A Study of Malay Magic. By R. 0. Winstedt, M.A., 
D.Litt. Demy 8vo. 

J. M. DENT & SONS, LTD. 
NARGAS. By Bhai Vir Singh. Translated by Puran Singh. Cr. 8vo. 5s. net. 
AN ANTHOLOGY OF w. H. HUDSON's WORKS. By Edward Garnett. Large 

Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. 
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FOULSHAM & CO., LTD. 
ASTROLOGY IN RELATION TO MIND AND CHARACTER. By .a Mental Expert. 

Cr. Svo. Cloth. 2s. net. 
THE SOLAR EPOCH. By Sepharial. Cr. Svo. Cloth. 3s. 6d. net. 
THE BooK OF LucK. By Miss Helen Souter. Cr. Svo. Stiff illustrated cover. 

9d. net. All ready October r. 

L. N. FOWLER & CO. 
HEALING THOUGHTS. By Heather B. 2s. 6d. net. 
THE FOURTH DIMENSION. By L. B. Whitney. IS. net. 
POWER THROUGH THOUGHT CONTROL. By Marian Lindsay. 4d. net. 
FROM THE NURSERIES OF HEAVEN. By Antonia R. Williams. IS. net. 
THE HEART OF THE NEW THOUGHT. By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. New and im

proved edition. 2s. 6d. net. 

GAY & HAN~OCK, LTD. 
A LIFE UNVEILED. An analysis of the childhood and youth of a lady doctor 

who has had exceptional opportunities.~ Anon. Deroy 8vo. 352 pages. 
Cloth. Ss. 6d. net. 

HARPER & BROTHERS. 
A MAGICIAN AMONG THE SPIRITS. By Houdini. Svo. Illustrated. Price 12s. 6d. 

net. Although Houdini dissects with an especially keen scalpel, he does 
not wield it as one determined to destroy but rather as a seeker after truth, 
eager, and with the will to believe wherever belief is warranted by what to 
him is convincing evidence. Beginning with the Fox sisters, he discusses in 
detail the work of all the noted mediums from 1848 to the present day. 

W. HEINEMANN. 
THE LAW OF THE THRESHOLD. By Flora Annie Steel. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. 

Carries one far beneath the surface of Indian life. The author has crowded 
her brilliantly and authentically set stage with characters, and the story 
they unfold is a profoundly moving one. 

HERBERT JENKINS, LTD. 
TONGUES OF FIRE. By Algernon Blackwood. The main theme of these bril

liantly written stories is the Unknown. 
PLAYING WITH SouLs. By the Countess de Chambrun. A dramatic psycho

logical story. 
T. WERNER LAURIE, LTD. 

A VISION. An Explanation of Life founded upon the Writings of Gyraldus and 
Certain Arabic Traditions. By William Butler Yeats. A limited edition, 
for private circulation. After printing this edition, the type will be broken 
up. The price to subscribers is £3 3s. net. 

MYSTERIOUS INDIA. By Robert Chauvelot. Translated from the French by 
E. S. Brooke. 277 pages. Profusely illustrated from photographs and 
,,ith coloured frontispiece. Demy Svo. Cloth. 16s. net. 

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD. 
MEN AND THOUGHT IN ANCIENT INDIA. By Radhakumud Mookerji, M.A .. 

Ph.D., Professor and Head of the Department of Indian History, Lucknow 
University. With Illustrations and Maps. Cr. 8vo. 7s. 6d. net. 

CECIL PALMER. 
THE MEANING OF DREAMS. By Robert Graves. Author of" The Feather Bed," 

" Fairies and Fusiliers," " English Poetry," etc. Cr. Svo. 6s. net. 
HAUNTED HousEs : Tales of the Supernatural, with some Account of Hereditary 

Curses and Family Legends. By Charles G. Harper. Illustrated by the 
Author. Deroy Svo. xos. 6d. net. 

STANLEY PAUL & CO. 
THE MYSTERIOUS MEDIUM. By Sydney A. Moseley. Cr. 8vo. Cloth. 5s. net, 
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KEGAN PAUL & CO., LTD. 
PsYCHE. The Cult of Souls and the Belief in Immortality among the Greeks. 

By Erwin Rohde. Translated from the eighth edition by W. B. Hillis, 
M.A. About 25s. net. 

TELEPATHY AND CLAIRVOYANCE. By Rudolph Tischner. Translated by W. D. 
Hutchinson. Preface by E. J. Dingwall. About 12s. 6d. net. 

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGIOUS MYSTICISM. By Professor James H. Leuba, 
author of " A Psychological Study of Religion," etc. 

THE DIVINE LAW OF HUMAN BEING. By F. C. Constable, M.A., author of" My
self and Dreams," etc. 

G. P. PUTNAM'S SONS, LTD. 
SURVIVAL. By Sir Oliver Lodge; Stanley de Brath; Viscountess Grey of 

Fallodon ; Camille Flammarion ; Sir E. Marshall Hall ; Sir Arthur Conan 
Doyle; Miss Scatcherd; David Gow; Prof. Charles Richet; Rev. C. 
Drayton Thomas; J. Arthur Hill; Hon. Mrs. Alfred Lyttelton. Edited by 
Sir James Marchant, K.B.E. Crown 8vo. Cloth. 7s. 6d. net. 

WILLIAM RIDER & SON, LTD. 
THE CONQUEST OF WORRY. By Orison Swett Marden. Cr. 8vo. pp. 328. 

Cloth Gilt. Price 5s. net. With frontispiece portrait of Author. (Ready.) 
PEACE, PowER, AND PLENTY. By Orison Swett Marden. Cr. 8vo. pp. 323. 

Cloth gilt. Price 5s. net. Frontispiece portrait of Author. Two inspir
ational books by this well known author included in the New Thought 
Library. (Ready.) 

CRYSTAL GAZING. By Theodore Besterman. Cr. 8vo. Cloth gilt. pp. 183. 
Price 5s. net. Deals with Crystal Gazing in Literature and Legend. Ap
proaches the subject from the scientific point of view, and treats of the 
art of " scrying " in theory and practice. Copiously annotated and with 
complete bibliographical and subject indexes. (Ready October 3.) 

VAMPIRES AND VAMPIRISM. By Dudley Wright. Cr. 8vci. Price 5s. net. 
New and greatly enlarged edition of this popular work. (Immediately.) 

THE SECRET OF ANCIENT EGYPT. By Ernest G. Palmer. Gr. 8vo. Price 3s. 6d. 
net. Deals with the subject of the great Pyramid in the light of an ancient 
Temple of Initiation, with numerous quotations from the Book of the Dead 
in substantiation of this hypothesis. (Immediately.) 

THE ESOTERIC PHILOSOPHY OF LOVE AND MARRIAGE. By Dion Fortune. Cr. 
8vo. pp. 144. Price 3s. 6d. net. (Immediately.) 

EMBLEMATIC FREEMASONRY. By Arthur Edward Waite. Price 12S. 6d. net. 
(In preparation.) 

THE WAY OF ATTAINMENT. By Sydney T. Klein, author of Science and the 
Infinite. Price 6s. net. 

THEOSOPHICAL PUBLISHING HOUSE. 
SuPERPHYSICAL SCIENCE. By A. P. Sinnett. Cr. 8vo. 240 pp. 6s. net. 

A manuscript left by this well-known Theosophical author for posthumous 
publication. . 

ASTROLOGY IN EPIGRAM. By Maud Margesson. 2S. 6d. net. 
THEOSOPHY THE INTERPRETER. By c. Jinarajadasa. Cr. 8vo. R. 1. 
SEVEN MYSTERIES. By "Wayfarer." R. I. 

T. FISHER UNWIN, LTD. 
THE LETTERS OF H. P. BLAVATSKY TO A. P. SINNETT. Transcribed, compiled 

and with an Introduction by A. T. Barker. Demy 8vo. Cloth. 21s. net. 
ESSAYS ON JEWISH LIFE AND THOUGHT. (Letters of Benammi: Second Series.) 

8vo. 10s. 6d. net. 
ROMANTICISM OF ST. FRANCIS. By the Very Rev. Father Cuthbert, O.S.F.C. 

Cr; 8vo. New and cheaper edition. 10s. 6d. net. 

JOHN M. WATKINS. 
MEISTER ECKHARDT. Works. Translated by C. de B. Evans. 
APOLOGIA ALCHYMIAE. R. c. Councell, M.D. 
A CONCERTO IN A MINOR. A Poem. Charles Whitby, M.D. 
HELPFUL WORDS FOR PILGRIMS ON THE MYSTIC WAY. 
THE GNOSTIC, JOHN THE BAPTIZER. G. R. S. Mead, B.A. 
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MONTA~A TRAILS. By Edna Alberta Bailey. London: Erskine 
Macdonald, Ltd. Pp. 78. Price 5s. net. 

Tms slender volume of verse seems, perhaps, a little overweighted by its 
Introduction, which, written by a friend of the author, raises the reader's 
anticipations to a very high level. We are told that Mrs. Bailey is a native 
of Salt Lake City, that she spent later years in· New York and in European 
travels, and that her poems carry a message which is " the pressed and 
sparkling wine of much experience and much intuition." Certainly the 
poems do breathe an ardent love of natural beauty, and a deep sense of the 
Divine Immanence as seen and felt in Nature. They denote, too,-to quote 
the preface again-that the author " obviously has constant prescience of 
something within herself which transcends the limitations of space and 
time." She is not always equally successful in expressing her intuitions 
and emotions through the medium of words, but the best of her work has 
a rhythmical vigour which is effective, even though it shows her to be 
strongly under the influence of Walt Whitman. "The Trail," "Vision 
in the \Voods," and "Spring Exultation" may be picked out for special 
mention, but perhaps the best, as well as the most lyrical, of her poems is 
"flight of Hope," with its poignant last verse: 

• " Oh, let me hear the small, pale sigh 
Of Beauty as it passes by-
·Passes and sees the stalking doom 
Of heart-break 
In this little room." 

E. :r,1. M. 

THE VorcE OF Oz6LDON FROM THE GOLDEN BooK OF LIFE. By 
Azelda. Transmitted through Paul Black and Oliver Fox, of 
the Cornish Circle. 

IN the prefatory note we are informed that" On November II, 1923, the 
Master Azelda began writing The Golden Book of Life, transmitting through 
a group of celestial interpreters, and using the blended rays, or combined 
psychic vibrations, of P?,ul Black and Oliver Fox. The First Book is 
entitled The Golden Bells of Love, and is divided into seven chimes. The 
extracts given in this pamphlet are taken from Chime the Second, which 
is The Voice of Ozoldon. _The Seven Bells of Gold symbolize the Seven 
Great Primary Emanations from the Absolute-here termed the Love 
Soul or the Soul of Love-and all their correspondences. 

Readers of the OCCULT REVIEW will remember Oliver Fox as the 
author of several brilliant articles based on occult experiences and the 
principles which underlie them. The Voice of Ozoldon is a work of Inspira
tion, in which the masculine ardour of will has beeil' united to the plastic 
15ubstance of imagination; the result is a work of subtle wisdom and great 
poetical beauty, as the following extract attests:-
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21. O'er the celestial waters have sa>iled wondrous argosies, laden with 
fragrant merchandise. . . 

23. They have laid the Garlands of fospiration at the Gateway of your 
Being. Have ye perceived their perfume ? Have ye kissed the starry emblems ? 
Or have they, unseen, drooped their ethereal petals-to wither and to die ? 

24. Lift up your heads, 0 ye peoples, and hail the Inspirers ! . . . 
26. Not as the thunder shall be the tones of their voices, but sof.t as the 

whisper of the wind among the rushes, soft as the delicate finger of the dewdrop 
upon the rose. 

And again:-

31. Let the Bells of Joy make ·harmony within. Let them ring the exa:lted 
changes of the Infinite. Let their melody permeate the daily tenor of your 
ways. Let it bathe in glory, in radiance, the Valley ·of the Common {.'iife. . .. 

33. Joy is the Soul's Elixir. It is the arcanum -which shall transmute the 
physical into the spiritual. It is the divine heritage. 

Spiritual co=unications must be judged by their intrinsic value, 
·and the standard reached by The Voice of (J,zoldon, both in respect 0f 
cm1tent and expressioR, spirit and forrn, is unusually hig11. L'i.k;e chimes 
from a golden gong at twilight ; or like echoes from that wondrous 
sphere of creative sound, wherein the phrenix-soul of the mystic continually 
renews its youth, The Voice of 6zoldon will sink deep into the hearts of 
'those who are prepared to receive it, and will there assist in -the weaving 
of tha:t image of living Light with which the soul that seeks 1-ts origiR must 
unite. MEREDITH STAR'R. 

MY YEARS OF INDISCRETION. By Cyril Scott. London: Mi11s & 
Boon. Price 15s. 

THE name of Cyril Scott is famous in modern English music as that of a 
rare and lyrical composer. As .a poet, I fear I have thought less of him, 
but if verse eludes him, song bas been his devoted ally. And he has 
certainly vindicated his literary reputation by giving us one of the breeziest, 
most natural, unaffected and diverting accounts of people and incidents 
I have perused for many a day. Also he reveals himself as a deep thinker 
and an earnest student of the occult. His mind seems to be influenced 
most by two schools of thought, both in art and ethics, namely the Indian 
Vedic philosophy and the austere beauty of the medireval which, even 
amid its glowing tints, ,preserved an ascetic restraint of religious exalta
tion. Mr. Scott is a devoted follower of the great Swami Vivekananda, 
whose spirit once communicated with the late Mrs. Milligan-Fox (whom I 
heard at the Irish Literary Society, to which Mr. Tim Healy introduced 
me) when Mr. Scott was present. I had no idea Mrs. Milligan-Fox was an 
advanced occultis:t and I trust Mr. Scott will tell us more when he fulfils 
his promise of publishing his Occult Life, to which he refers several times. 
All through tb.is fascinating and frank autobiography one senses that 
mysterious spiritual ~cale which i:Elspires the musical genius of the authoi;, 
and ihence I could not do better_ than to quote ·his closing remarks : 

" I write a work-say an orchestral or chamber work-am interested to 
hear i± performed twice or three times at the most, and after that it attracts 
me no longer-I am im_pelled to create something new. . . . .Nevertbeless, in 
this respect I am somewhat mending my ways, for One whose voice I cannot 
disobey wishes that I should mend -them. I ha<ve learnt through Him that 
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music of a certain kind exercises a definite effect on those who hear it-a mystery 
I shall enlarge upon one day when I come either to write My Occult Life, or 
a work dealing with the hidden side of music." 

Mr. Scott has revealed the secret of all greatness and his own in these 
final phrases. REGINA MIRIAM BLOCH. 

THE WORLD UNBALANCED. By Gustave Le Bon. 
Fisher Unwin, Ltd., r Adelphi Terrace, W.C.2. 
net. 

London: T. 
Price 12s. 6d. 

DR. GUSTAVE LE BoN, who is probably the greatest living practical psycho
logist, points out in this volume the psychological errors that have resulted 
in the unbalanced social and political conditions of the world at present. 
He proves conclusively that men, as a whole, are not governed by reason 
but by sentiments. 

" The manifest error committed by President Wilson and his crew of pro
fessors," he very justly remarks, "was just their belief in the sovereign power 
of Reason over the destinies of nations. All history should have taught them, 
on the other hand, that sentiments and passions are the real guides of human 
,groups, and that rational influences produce an alm_ost negligible effect upon 
them." 

The awakening and consolidation of Islam, which has for a long time 
ruined the power and prestige of England in the East, was due, as Dr. 
Le Bon shows, to a psychological mistake of the first magnitude-namely, 
the total miscomprehension of the great influence of Islam upon the mind 
in the East. The consequence of this· error is that "to-day Islam has 
become strong enough again to defy Europe." 

"No error and no truth either," remarks Dr. Le Bon, "ever fixes itself 
in the popular mind by rational demonstration." Hence to the violent 
and repeated affirmations of error we" must oppose affirmations as violent 
and as often repeated of the truth, particularly by opposing formula to 
formula." It is by such methods that the Fascisti stemmed the tide of 
communism in Italy. 

Dr. Le Bon is one of those rare individuals who possess a clear vision 
of the fundamental facts of life and who are able tc state them in a few 
words. Thus he reduces the subject of Political Economy, about which 
thousands of ponderous tomes have been written by regiments of pro
fessors, to thirteen fundamental principles which occupy two pages. 

There are many hard truths in this book which will no doubt seriously 
disturb the equanimity of professors and politicians whose lives consist 
in the propagation of illusions. But fortunately Dr. Le Bon has the 
courage of his perceptions. He sees not only the causes of the present 
world-chaos, but also the constructive methods, the chief of which is the 
right kind of education, by means of which alone the chaos can be trans-
formed into a cosmos. MEREDITH STARR. 

FouR RELIGIOUS ESSAYS. By John C. Skottowe. 
-G. Badger, The Goreham Press. London: 
Price $r.50 net. 

Boston : Richard 
Stanley Phillips. 

THE four Essays in this little volume are entitled" Some Thoughts on the 
Psychic Constitution of Man and his latent possibilities," "Love the 
Basis of Religious Unity," " Does the Church care more for various 
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theories of the Truth than she does for the Truth itself," " The Divinity 
of Man." Though not presented in an original manner, Mr. Skottowe's 
essays show that common sense can be successfully combined with a lofty 
idealism, which draws its strength from the Religion of Jesus, which, by 
the way, is very different from the Christian religion as at present taught 
by the Church. As Mr. Skottowe pertinently remarks on p. 30 : " All 
forms of Christianity, and in fact of any Religion, on no account should 
ever be regarded as an end in themselves, as this is the greatest danger 
to which all are subjected, and if they do not observe care it defeats the 
very object for which they truly exist. Rightly considered, they are only 
means to an end, ' guides, signposts, and spiritual tonics to the soul in 
its endeavours to come into conscious communion with the Divine Source 
of its being.'" MEREDITH STARR. 

THE EVOLUTION OF THE UNIVERSE ; OR, CREATION 
SCIENCE. Transmitted from Michael Faraday. 
Cosmos Publishing Co. 

ACCORDING TO 
Los Angeles : 

THE intelligence who has dictated this work claims to be Michael Faraday, 
who discovered the method of obtaining magneto-electricity from the 
magnet in 1831-1832. The writer states that Creative Mind, acting upon 
the Primordial Substance and upon the ethers produces a vortexial motion 
in the latter which assumes the shape of a spiral. This is the beginning 
of formative relations in the spiritual cosmos. 

" All powers resident in the ethereal relations," our author remarks, 
" can be made subservient to the soul by the power of will, acting through 
the ethers, just as the magnetism of earth acts upon the poised magnetic 
needle.'' 

The book is written in the scientific manner, though many of the con
clusions are far beyond the knowledge to which the science of the present 
day has attained. MEREDITH STARR. 

THE MYSTERIOUS MEDIUM. By Sydney A. Moseley. London: 
Stanley Paul & Co. Pp. 223. Price 5s. net. 

IT is not unfair to call Mr. Moseley, in his attitude to spiritism, a virtuous 
but inartistic Mr. Facing-both-Ways. Virtuous he is because he does not 
stretch materialism hard enough to cover all the mysterious incidents 
which he has witnessed, inartistic because his book is scrappy, fussy, and 
(though in parts sensational) not written with an adequate sense of the 
mystery in everything that is not oneself. As a journalist he has busied 
himself much in discovering and asserting the fraud in alleged mediumship, 
and as a result of his investigations we find ourselves in the embarrassing 
position of knowing that either Mr. William Hope of Crewe(" that spiritual
ist darling "), or Mr. Moseley, is wilfully or pathologically untruthful, for 
each of these gentlemen flatly contradicts the other (see pp. I09, n3). 

Mr. Moseley's descriptions of seances are lively, and clearly put before 
the mind's eye the characteristic feats and follies of professional spiritism. 
At one a voice (alleged to be his mother's) called him Sydney, though 
in life she never called him Sydney. In such an error it is impossible not 
to suspect a luckless fraud; and yet nobody can consider discamation 
without wondering if survival of ego is incompatible with a prodigious 
loss of what was once habitual memory. If it be the doom of a human 

u 
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being to lose at death most of the personal knowledge, thanks to which 
he was regarded as " all there " on the physical plane, it is clear that only 
by sympathy, deep and true as love of light and beauty, will people 
know that they contact with the dead. But you can't spin "copy" for 
newspapers out of feelings ; you can't expect to " interview " a bodiless 
source of exquisite vibrations. 

At the same time, irritating as are innumerable vocal results of the 
employment of mediumship, of attempts to regulate and commercialize 
the receipt of wonder, it cannot be denied that occasionally a person at a 
seance is reasonably astounded by what he sees or hears. Mr. Moseley 
honestly avers his belief in the survival of a deceased journalist named 
Hilda Love, whose work from " somewhere in France " I read in the Daily 
Mail for 1918, and he was favoured by two symbolic visions when he was 
alone in his own room. One may hope, then, that he will be able, sooner 
or later, to advance the cause of Psychic Research by a book centred on 
occult phenomena to be believed or disbelieved, according to one's belief 
or;disbelief in Mr. Moseley's sincerity and in the perfect functioning of his 
seii.ses. Such a book would certainly be more valuable evidentially than 
a message from Edith Thompson containing nothing that might not 
emanate from a sentimental novelist trying to lighten the dark shadow 
of the scaffold. W. H. CHESSON. 

THE CONQUEST OF WORRY. By Orison Swett Marden. London: 
William Rider & Son, Ltd. Price 5s. net. 

THERE is a rich quantity of good mental food most easy of digestion in 
Dr. Orison Swett Marden's latest (and posthumous) work, The Conquest 
of Worry; moreover, a well of profound common sense to draw from, 
the waters of which come clear as crystal from the cool depths of this 
gifted writer's experience. 

The doubting heart will be able to take fresh courage while drinking 
of these welcome counsels of conviction and wisdom; the aspiring disciple 
will yet more rejoice. 

Dr. Marden assures us that the conquest of worry is within the power 
of every individual to accomplish unaided ; the material for waging 
successful warfare against enemy hosts is ever within ourselves ready 
to command at will. He proclaims a gospel of hope and courage ; his 
book is full of good cheer. Believing in the Presence of the Divinity 
dwelling in mankind, he urges us to cast away fear and have done with 
worry and every anxious care, by constant exercise of the higher emo
tions that are verily in tuneful harmony with the Infinite Good, for only 
by recourse to the God-consciousness within us may we be made whole 
and free. He invites us to realize our most absolute unity with the 
Source of all Sources, with the Omnipotent Being "Who solves all our 
riddles, answers all our questions, satisfies the longings of our heart, 
the yearnings of our soul." 

Dr. Marden has here bequeathed a truly great treasure of knowledge, 
a book wonderful in its sweet simplicity, telling in its clear reasonableness 
and briskly tonic in its tone. It is a volume most pleasant to read and 
to handle; the ideal book to give to a despondent friend. 

CHRISTIE T. YOUNG. 
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THE Som-WHENCE AND WHITHER? By Inayat Khan. Published 
by the Sufi Movement. London: 94 Baker Street, W.r. New 
York: r29 West 79th Street. Price 5s. net. 

IN these pages Inayat Khan tells of the experiences of the soul while 
travelling towards manifestation, while manifesting on earth, and while 
passing away from manifestation. In descending, the soul covers itself 
with the veils which become bodies ; in ascending, it gradually strips 
itself of these veils. For the essence of the soul is truth, and truth is 
naked. Even light, the • radiant covering of the Angelic sphere, Budhi, 
is a veil; in the heart of the light dwells the Nameless, the Ineffable, the 
Painter of the picture of life, the Bearer of the wine of existence. Beauti
ful as the picture is, the Painter is infinitely more beautiful; when the 
Bearer of the wine-cup has once been glimpsed, the wine is forgotten :-

" For glee of God knowing no want or will ; 
World-heedless; seeing-whatever vintage fill 

Earth's jewelled Cup-the Cup-bearer so splendid 
That, all for ecstasy, His wine they spill."-SrR EDWIN ARNOLD, 

For " the uncovering of the Soul is the discovery of God," as our author 
aptly says. 

Inayat Khan throws considerable light on the relation between the 
souls which pass to and from the earth, and shows how they imprint the 
sigil of their wisdom and experience upon one another. The soul becomes 
that with which it is most impressed ; so the soul most impressed with 
Truth, Beauty, or a person, becomes Truth, Beauty, or the person. Our 
impressions create us in our image. 

The book has an individual style and character and there are many 
felicitous phrases, as for example when the Idealist is likened to a bird 
that builds its nest on a tree in the air, descending to earth to pick up a 
grain when hungry, and then flies off again. The Artist is compared to 
the deer, which is now in one part of the forest and a little later far away ; 
so the soul of the artist lives in its impressions and then lightly tosses 
them aside. Inayat Khan reveals in his work that delicate balance of 
heart and head, of inspiration and intuition, which is essential to the 
pursuit and dissemination of truth. MEREDITH STARR. 

VENICE AND OTHER POEMS. By Albert Buhrer. Erskine MacDonald 
Ltd., Featherstone Buildings, London, W.C.r. Price 6s. net. 

THIS, the third volume that Mr. Buhrer has published, is a notable addition 
to the poetry of our time. In it the passionate love of Beauty, the rich 
imagery and verbal music which were so manifest in his earlier poems, are 
again apparent. Venice has stirred the passion of poets and painters of 
many ages, but she is, in one sense, a stern mistress. She demands sym
pathy, intuition and the philosophic spirit so rarely found to-day. Mr. 
Buhrer is richly endowed with these. A poet-painter himself, Venice has 
yielded to him the secret of her genius :-

" that genius Who arose 
Singly against the darkness on the flood 
And out of chaos carved the world's fair face, 
And all things from the mountain to the rose 
Gave out His soul, His love, His mind, His blood 
To swing the skyey cupola in place'." 
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In "The Swimmer," a lyrical poem of rare beauty, we are shown the 
witchery .of the Adriatic as only a poet can reveal it. In this poem magical 
phrases abound: "0 Lady wondrous fair, Carnelian and wh~te," "Har
nessed in Dion's pearl, The sunfish draws thy ship," "And all the billows 
slant Their mirrors to thine eyes." 

"Nude as the new-risen sun, 
Over the yellow sand, 

Fearless and fast I run, 
Cloudless and white I stand ; • 

' Come,' cries the rollicking sea, 
' Come and take all of me, 
Take of my heart and make free. 

Here is my hand I ' " 

But to quote is difficult since a lyric passion and movement rhythmic 
as the pulse of the sea is felt throughout the whole poem. 

"A Venetian Night" introduces us to a Venetian cafe. No resort 
this of English and American tourists, but a haunt where artists fore
gather; and where, against the luminous background of the Italian night, 
Venetian girls and their lovers come and go " like gods across the threshold 
of a fane." 

Mr. Buhrer, it is evident from his work, belongs to no clique and does 
not affect the latest "ists" and "isms." His artistic ideal is pure as 
that of Keats and Shelley, and if England took half the interest in her 
living poets that she takes in her dead ones, he would not long continue 
to " scream a song into the ears of apathy." R. B. INCE. 

THE SURPRISE, AND OTHER POEMS. By Elise Emmons, Author of 
, "Songs For All Seasons," etc., etc. London: Arthur H. Stock-

well, 29 Ludgate Hill, E.C.4 
THE modest ambition of Miss Elise Emmons is simply to give happiness 
and"' pleasure to others by communicating through her verse something 
of ·her own serene outlook on life. In this she succeeds entirely, and her 
present volume is on much the same lines as those which have preceded 
it.. It is dedicated to Alexander Stuart " In gratitude for his friendly 
criticism," and indudes some lines to her friend Miss Lilian Whiting. 
Also a fervent sonnet to Michael Collins, the Irish patriot. The 
poem entitled" Open the Door" is delightful alike in sentiment and 
treatment, and the same may be said of " Thoughts " and " In the 
Silence." The following lines, from "The Other Side," are very typical 
of Miss Emmons's best work :-

" The virtue which I thought would win a crown 
As nothing lingers in the Angels' sight I 
They know not, care not, for the world's renown
Such things are non-existent in their light I 

So courage take, my Soul, nor fear to scale 
The ramparts black, that often give a fall I 
Perchance we triumph when we seem to fail, 
And what looks great here, is not great at all I" 

The volume contains three illustrations, including a charming portrait 
of the authoress herself and her dog " Spider." 

EDITH K. HARPER. 



THE RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES AND CUSTOMS OF THE P ARSEES. By 
Jivanji Jamshedji Modi. 8½in, X 5¼ in., pp. i-xxvii, 484, xxviii
lii. With plates. Mazagon, Bombay : British India Press. 

THE author has added with the book under present consideration yet 
one more to his works, as learned as they are numerous, on the subject 
of the Parsees and on allied topics. The present book is not likely to 
appeal to more than a very limited circle of readers, but the very detailed 
and carefully reasoned exposition of the specially religious customs of 
the Parsees will have the effect of modifying in several important respects 
the opinion at present accepted concerning them. One such instance is 
in regard to the Purification Ceremonies : we learn that since purity of 
soul cannot be attained without purity of body it is right that a religious 
code should have much to say on the subject, that being apparently the 
reason why the Purification Ceremonies are so numerous and complicated 
among the Parsees. But I beg leave to doubt whether the compilers of 
these ceremonial traditions had rationalized their teachings to that extent. 
But if only for the large mass of facts which has been gathered by the 
author, this book takes an important place in the literature dealing with 

' the Parsees. THEODORE BESTERMAN. 

THE REAL AND THE UNREAL. Being the Four Convention Lectures 
at Adyar at the 47th Anniversary of the Theosophical Society, 
December, 1922. By Annie Besant, C. Jinarajadasa, G. S. 
Arundale. Adyar, Madras, India, 1923. Price, boards l Rupee 
4 Annas ; cloth, 1 Rupee 8 Annas. 

THERE is a great deal of talk about brotherhood, unity, tolerance, and so 
forth, in these lectures. Mrs. Besant discourses on the difference between 
the apparent and the real, but there is nothing in her lectures which has 
not been said many times before, and often better. One of the tests of 
those who are channels of the living spirit is their ability to communicate 
in their works and speech the freshness, maiden vigour, and the unique 
elements of their inspiration. 

Though partially redeemed by Mr. Arundale's humility, devotion 
and sincerity, there is a great deal of childish prattle in his address which 
hardly deserves the dignity of print. On page 75 he states that Brother
hood can dispense with the need for Reconstruction ; no doubt, 'but then 
that is one of the weaknesses of Brotherhood, not one of its strong points ; 
there are a number of amiable associations in the world which desire 
nothing better than sleepily to pursue the calf-path of tradition and 
authority. If Brotherhood is not united to a holy thirst for truth, which 
necessitates continual Reconstruction, it is not worth much. 

The best lecture is Mr. Jinarajadasa's. His words are to the point, 
and he speaks with the authority of a practical mystic on " The Vision 
of the God-man." It is noteworthy that, in referring to the Theosophical 
Society, he says: "We are supremely a body of reconstructors." I 
venture to assert that such a body or society will only succeed in recon
structing the outside world in proportion as the principle of reconstruc
tion is rigorously and fearlessly practised within the Society itself. It is 
only when we have had the courage to pierce our own hearts with the 
Sword of Truth that it beco9,es a magic weapon in our hands. 

, MEREDITH STARR. 
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THE ARHATS IN CHINA AND JAPAN. By Dr. M. W. de Visser, Pro
fessor in the University of Leiden. II in. X 8½ in., pp. 215. 

With sixteen plates. Berlin : Oesterheld & Co. 
" ARHAT " is a word of Sanskrit and Chinese derivation signifying literally 
"worthy," but its Western equivalent would be "saint.'·'· Technically 
an Arhat is one who has reached the highest level of the path to Nirvana. 
The Buddha always spoke of himself as the Tathagata, a word of identical 
meaning. (The Arhat, it may be noted in view of certain modern claims, 
is exempt from rebirth.) In Buddhism there are two groups of these 
Arhats : the Five Hundred Arhats and the Sixteen and Eighteen Arhats. 
It is with these that Dr. de Visser deals, tracing these conceptions through 
their various versions and degrees in India, China, and Ja pan. The Five 
;Hundred Arhats were selected by a Council which had been appointed 
by the Buddha's successor, to prevent " unbeseeming utterances," the 
Sixteen and Eighteen in a similar manner. So that the parallel between 
the eastern Arhats and the western Saints is closer than appears at first 
sight, since the elections of Arhats by the Buddhist Council and of Saints 
by the Council of Cardinals are not so very different. Dr. de Visser's book 
is illustrated from paintings by early Chinese and Japanese artists. 

THEODORE BESTERMAN. 

STUDIES IN OCCULT CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS. 
G. E. Sutcliffe. 7 in. X 4¾ in., pp. xviii + 202. 

Theosophical Publishing House, Adyar. Price 

Volume I. By 
Madras, India : 

Rs. 3.8. 
THIS book makes considerable demands upon its readers, and is, unfor
tunately, as little likely to attract the ordinary reader as the average 
treatise of orthodox science. 

In dealing at length in the OccuLT REVIEW some little time ago with 
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Occult Chemistry, I pointed out that the physical "atom" there postu
lated (having a mass "'t''S" of that of the hydrogen atom) had no analogue in 
the teachings of official science. Mr. Sutcliffe deals with this problem 
in the opening chapter of his book. He does not, let it be said, prove the 
exi_stence of the atoms of Occult Chemistry as distinct entities ; but on 
the basis of the theory of the equi-partition of energy, he gives a proof 
that the mean velocity of such atoms assumed existent in the earth's 
atmosphere would be equal to the earth's parabolic velocity. On the 
basis of their existence, therefore, an interchange of matter between 
planets and sun becomes a possibility, and a relation can be established 
between two hitherto disconnected physical entities, the earth's gravita
tional potential and the mean temperature of its atmosphere. 

The above line of argument is rather typical of Mr. Sutcliffe's book. 
It is full of the most revolutionary (some might say " far-fetched ") ideas 
in physics. On behalf of them arguments are adduced which in all cases, 
it seems to me, fall short of demonstration ; but, on the other hand, 
admitting the author's fundamental assumptions, hitherto unforeseen 
relationships between various physical entities can be established and start
ling numerical coincidences emerge. Some of these, of course, may be 
mere coincidences ; but this can hardly be true of all, and the conviction 
remains that some, at any rate, of Mr. Sutcliffe's hypotheses are well 
worth thorough investigation. 

The book cannot, let me candidly say, be adequately reviewed in a 
brief notice such as this necessarily is ; but whatever may be their final 
verdict concerning it, readers of the OccULT REVIEW of scientific tastes 
will find the book a fascinating one and one worthy-even if it fails to 
convince-of their attention. H. S. REDGROVE. 

THREE BOOKS ON H.P. BLAVATSKY 
By MRS. ALICE LEIGHTON CLEATHER 

(One of her Pupils). 

The great Philosophical and Occult Movement initiated by Mme. Blavatsky at 
the end of last century has inAuenced the thought of innumerable students of 
the deeper aspects of life. Mrs. Cleather gives first-hand information about 
this Movement, and the remarkable personality of its originator, which will do 
much to dear up many misconceptions. 

H. P. BLA VA TSKY : A Great Betrayal. 
Post free ls. Sd. 
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Humanity. Post free 3s. 4d. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES OF RELIGIOUS QUESTIONS. By J. Cyril 
Flower, M.A. 7¼ in. X 4t in., pp. xii+ 264. London: Wil
liams & Norgate, 44 Henrietta Street, W.C.z. Price 7s. 6d. 
net. 

Tms book contains thirty short essays or, to use the author's expression, 
studies, dealing with man in his relations to his fellows and to the universe 
-i.e. with religious questions in the widest and most practical sense-
based upon the acceptance of " the reality of a spiritual order which under
lies and interpenetrates and is the deepest truth of tlie phenomenal order," 
and in which full use is made of the latest results of psychological research. 
The author is sympathetic towards Pragmatism, and his conception of 
religion, as a way of life and not as a system of beliefs, is an essentially 
practical and useful one. He lays strong emphasis on the necessity of 
man utilizing his reason to the utmost. Possibly he is inclined tci over
estimate the importance of reason in human life, as is evidenced, for 
example, by his somewhat unsympathetic attitude towards the conclusions 
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of Trotter's well-known Instincts of the Herd in Peace and War. In this 
connection it is rather surprising to find him holding in high esteem Han
key's A Student in Arms, seeing that this, like most sociological books 
written during the war, must be regarded largely as the product of the 
mass-psychology then prevailing. That, however, is by the way, and 
Mr. Flower's book, even if his studies are sometimes too brief to be entirely 
adequate, contains many interesting and valuable thoughts and sugges
tions. The spirit of the book throughout is admirably broad-minded, 
and there are many ,things in it that should prove helpful to those to 
whom the orthodox presentation of religion has ceased to appeal. Especi
ally cqmmendable, as a reaction against dogmatism, which nowadays is 
possibly more rampant outside the domain of religion than within, is 
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Mr. Flower's essay on "The Tyranny of Opinions"; and I should also 
like to register my keen appreciation of his study of " The Religious Uses 
of Remembering." Progress demands that we shall remember facts, 
" not half-covering them with a veil of pleasant illusions." Indeed, 
the book contains many truths which it is well to have brought home to 
us. It it to be hoped that it will be widely read. 

H. S. REDGROVE. 
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Removal of MISS N. McCALLUM, of Gourock, to 
Auchudulvorie, 69 Eldon Street, Greenock, N.B. 

Second Sight inherited from Highland Forefathers. 
Call or write ; send small article with age and birth date. 

• Fee from 5/ .. (P.O.) with stamped envelope. 

CREATIVE ASTROLOGY 
Rebuilding the Human Universal Temple in The Image of 

the Divine Archetypal Form. 
Astrological Applied Arts and Crafts. Creative Colourscopes from the Aura. 

Line-work, Book-plates. Designs for Metal, Embroidery, etc. 
Stamped self-addresse<l envewpe brings particulars. 

Note new { LEO FRENCH (for Horoscopes), AQUARIUS (for Art work), 
Permanent Address Pan's Garden, Churt, Farnham, Sur.rey, 

RIDER'S COMPLETE CATALOGUE 
of Books on New Thought, Occultism, and Psychical Research, 

will be sent post free on receipt of address. 
WILLIAM RIDER & SON, Ltd.,Cathedral House, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.1 



"' 

SURANIA ASTROLOGICAL STUDIE'.S 
OF THE CHARACTER AND 

c/o "OCCULT REVIEW," TEMPERAMENT.AND POS. 
8 PATERNOSTER ROW, SIBJLITIES OF LIFE GEN. 
LONDON, E.C.4. ERALLY. 1, 2 & 3 guineas, 

STATE: DATE, TIME AND PLACE OF BIRTH; MARRIED OR SINGLE. 

PA G E and CO 384 Lytham Road, 
• BLACKPOOL, 

Supply etJerything for the Character Reader. 

Mrs s. FIELDER Clairvoyante, Psychometrist. Interviews daily, 
• ' 2 to 8, Saturdays excepted, Psychometry by 

post (send birth date and stamp), from 2/6. 
2 I id d U 'Phone • 9 Fa rbr g1 Roa , pper Holloway, near Highgate Tube, N.19. Hornsey 4"863 

The British College of Psychic Science, 
69 HOLLAND PARK, LONDON, W.11. 

Tel, I Park ,109, Hon, Principal, J, HEWAT McKENZIE, 
NEW SYLLABUS READY, 

Best equipped centre for the Study and Demonstration of Psychic Science in 
Great Britain. 

For membership and experiments apply to the Hon. Secretary. 
"'PSYCHIC SCIENCE" Newo~fo'::.!>rerrady 

Striking and OrlQlnal Articles on Present Day Research. 
Edward Irving and the Spirit Voices by Sir A. CONAN DoYLE. 
Dr. Gustave Geley and his Work (illustrated) by Mr. STANLEY 0£ BRATH. 
A Romance of Psychic Healing by E. M. S. 
Evidential and Curious Psychic Photographs (illustrated). College Records. 
A Treasure of Christendom (Glastonbury) by Mr. F. BLIGH BoND .. ! etc., etc. 

Ordtr now, 2/9 t,ost/ru, 11/-uear/11. Editor, Mr. BLIGH BOND. 

HELEN, THE GREEK 
writes up your former incarnation story-from photograph and birth date. 
Fees 5/- and 10/6. Address-c/o OccULT REVIEW, 8 Paternoster Row, E.C.4. 

P S H ERU-KA 84 KENSAL ROAD, LONDON, W.10. 
■ ■ ■ Nativities calculated and readings given on 

health, marriage, ftnandal prospects, etc. Any questions answered, Time, date, and 
place of birth required. Maps from 10/6, Fees pre-payable. Genuineness guaranteed. 

FLORENCE READER OF THE FUTURE. 
State sex, age, colour of eyes and hair, 
single or married. 

Fee, 5/-. Postal Orders pre/erred. 

Address :-Miss DIXON, RAGGED LANDS, GLYNDE, SUSSEX. 

Telephone; LANGHAM (2703). PATIENTS VISITED. 

Mrs. EMMA MATTHEWS, 
magnetic masseuse. 

Electro Medical Treatment /or all Nervous Disorders. 
Rheumatism, Lumbago, Infantile Paralysis and kindred ailments. 

HOURS: 10-ao to 6. 

MILMAT INSTITUTE~ 
PORTMAN SQUARE, 

27 ADAM STREET, 
LONDON, W.1. 



ROSICRUCIAN TEACHINGS 
That Guide to Self-Mastery, Health, Power and Success 
Are now available on the correspondence plan. These Lessons begin with the fundamentals of 
occult science and give the student a complete course in the Rosicrucian, Hermetic and Mental 
Systems, with clear instructions for self-development and unfoldment, and the exercise of 
the Mental Powers towards success in any phase of life's activities. Enrol and learn how 

to attain success through your own inherent powers. 

SEND TO-DAY FOR FREE BOOKLET AND APPLICATION BLANK 

SOCIETAS ROSICRUCIANA IN AMERICA 
P.O. BOX 420, CITY HALL STATION, NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A. 

JUST PUBLISHED, 

NATAL ASTROLOGY 
The Thirty.-siii: Zodiacal 
Decanates Analysed. 
By C. C. Zain. 

Two booklets containing the signification of the twelve Zodiacal signs and analysing the thirty-six 
decanates. Examples of notable personages are given showing the effect of each decanate on their 
character and life. 1/ • each, Post Frea To be obtained /rorrr-

W, P. SWAINSON, c/o W.R. THWAITES, 8 High Street, South Norwood, S.E.25, 
or THE BROnµ:RHOOD OF LIGHT (Bo:1: 1525), Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. 

Ma(dame 
WORTH 

(Mrs. Bloodworth.) 

GIVES helpful advice on spiritual and 
material matters, from the viewpoint of 

the New Psychology, assisted by her remarkable 
psychic powers. Interviews daily from 2 p.m. 
to 6 p.m. Mornings by appointment only. 

Fees f"rom 10/6, '.Advice by Letter f"rom 5/•· 

Address :-42a, Connaught Street, Hyde Park, W .2, 

"How to Read Tea-Cups," with illustrations of real cups and mean
ings of Occult Symbols, 1/7. Mystic Fortune Telling Cards, Symbols 
and Meanings on each card, 1/8. Clairvoyant Colour Cards and 
Book of Fate, 1/3. 

"SIGNA," 12 Newton Street, Charing Cr~ss. Glasgow. 
r 

NAOM E the Highland Seer r:ts~:..:i!~i , , , problems-
readings from articles worn and birth date, Fee, 5/•, stamped envelope. Interviews, 10/6. 
Address c/o "OCCULT REVIBW," 8 PATERNOSTER ROW, LONDON, E.C. 4. 

ALINE OSRA The Eastern Astrologer and Inspirational Clairvoy
-----------'' - ante, Psychometriste and Numerologist. -

HOROSCOPE, NUMERSCOPE, COLOURSCOPES, 10s. 6d. to £3 3s. 
CHILDREN: KABALIST HOROSCOPE (A Speciality) •• 7s, 6d. 

Character, Talent, Suitable Career, Numbers, Colours. Required Full Name, Birth-date and Time. 
P.sychometric Readings from 5s. Article required. Study Classes held and Private Lessons given 
in above subjects at Studio 13 1 Handel House, Gervis Place, BOURNEMOUTH. 

FIGUREOLOGY Your character and talents from your number. 
• Not Astrology. State birthday, month, year, 

sex, 3s. 6d. Part given to Red Cross funds. 
Spiritus, c/o "0CCUL'll R:Ev,1Ew," 8 Paternoster Row, E.C.4. 

MADAME KEIRO Removed to 40~41 SACKVILLE STREET. 
4 doorslfrom Piccadilly. Facinr St. James'• Church 

Hours 10-1 and 2-4. 
Author of "Clairvoyance and Crystal Gazin11," 2/6; "Palmistry, Clairvoyance, and Psychometry_." 5/-. 



YOUR HOROSCOPE 
carefully calculated. Straightforward advice in plain English, 

covering 5 years. 20s. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO SPECIAL QUESTIONS, 

Birth place, date, time (If known), sex, occupation. 
Letters only. Mr. RADWELL, 14 Sutherland Terrace, London, S.W.1, 

M• A BULL 88 REGENT STREET, 
ISS • , PICCADILL Y CIRCUS, W. 
THE SCIENCE OF HAND=READING 

The true and scientific study of the hand gives an infallible index to the 
character of man, revealing his possibilities as well as his failures. 

Private and Class tuition given. Hours 11.30 a.m. to 7.30 p.m. Fee 5s. 

SIX 
W0NDERFUL 
BOOKS. 

CLAIRVOYANCE AND CRYSTAL GAZING. 
PRACTICAL PSYCHOMETRY. 
MEDICAL HYPNOTISM AND SUGGESTION. 
HOW TO CONVERSE WITH SPIRIT FRIENDS. 
PERSONAL MAGNETISM AND WILL POWER. 
TABLE RAPPING AND AUTOMATIC WRITING. 

Price 8d. each ; post free 10d. N.B.-Eacb book contains a full course of lessons. 

Address all orders to: A. VERNER, 15 Vernon Street, BOLTON, ENGLAND. 

YOUR NAME INDICAT·Es your Character, talents, general trend of life 
and the reason why. Full name, birth date and 

time required. Chart and brief J udgment 2 s. 6d, Extended Reading 5 s, 
MADAM VIRGO, c/o OCCULT REVIEW, 8 Paternoster Row, London, E.C,4 

P f WALLACE CLAIRVOYANT, ro essor . PSYCHOMETRIST. 

Gives delineations and advice by post, 5/ •· 
Send small article worn, strand of hair, or photo to :-Professor Wallace, 

c/o "Occult Review," 8 Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4. 
State age, sex, and birth date, 

THERE IS NO DE.A.TH. 

Mr J J VANCO (Est. 1882), Normal and Trance Spiritual 
• • • • Medium and Magnetic Healer.: Seances for 

Investigators-Mondays, 8, 2/ •·; Thursdays at 3, 2/6. Receives daily by appointment.-
56 Talbot Road, Richmond Road, Westbourne Grove, W.2. Bu~es 7, 31, 4.6, 28, 

15, 27 A B c. Nearest Station, Westbourne Park (Met.). 
"No medium in London who is so trustworthy and so accurate."-W. T. STEAD. 

MADAM M. MERVYN, 
Psychic and • Character . Reading by post. 

Business, Health, etc. Send two questions with Birth date 
and postal order 2s. 6d. 

Address: .!2 WHITESIDE WAY, CLEVELEYS PARK, Nr. BLACKPOOL, LANCS. 

MADAM'E LIBRA gives clairvoyant readings. Appoint
ments by letter only. Send stamped 

addressed- envelope. 7 Earl's Court Gardens, S.W.5 (opposite station). 

Yo U R HAN D Have it Read by Mr, Child, Con~ulta 
--lions daily. Hours: to to 7. Fees moderate. 

• Interesting leaflet, "The Hand a Living Horo-
============= scope," sent on application. Mr. C. W. CHILD, 
7 Great Quebec Street, Marylebone Road, London, W.t. (Close to G.C. and Baker Street Stations). 
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Two Standard Works on Psychical Research. 
CHEAPER ISSUE. 

PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
(LA PSYCHOLOGIE INCONNUE). 

An Introduction and Contribution to the Experimental Study 
of Psychical Phenomena. By EMILE BornAc, Rector of Dijon 
Academy. Translated by DUDLEY WRIGHT. Demy 8vo, cloth 
gilt, 380 pp., 7s. 6d. net. 

A standard work on the principles governing psychic investigation, by 
d 'French Professor of recognized position and repute. 

" The book is full of suggestions for those who hope that psychical research 
may eventually be included among the exact sciences."-The Times. 

" The chapter on Animal Magnetism is excellent ; indeed the book is a 
valuable piece of work."-Glasgow Herald. 

"Well arranged and written in cogent style."-Liverpool Courier. 
"A careful translation of a notable book."-Morning Post. 
" The work is one of peculiar value as an introduction to the inquiry into 

the construction of the unknown form of matter which must, within the next 
few years, receive the official recognition of science."-Westminster Gazette. 

CHEAPER ISSUE. 

PSYCHICAL & SUPERNORMAL 
PHENOMENA 

Their Observation and Experimentation, by Dr. PAUL JoIRE, 
Professor at the Psycho-Physiological Institute of France, Presi
dent of the Societe Universelle d'Etudes Psychiques. Trans
lated by DUDLEY WRIGHT. Demy 8vo, ornamental cloth gilt, 
633 pp., with 22 illustrations. 7s. 6d. net. 

CONTENTS: Psychical Phenomena in General-Externalization of Sensibility 
• -Spontaneous Phenomena-Multiple Personality and Abnormal Consciousness 
-Abnormal Faculties in Hypnotic Subjects-Abnormal Dreams-Phenomena 
observed among the Orientals-Phenomena of Lucidity, Motricity and Projec
tion of the Double, observed in Fakirs or Oriental Sorcerers-Poltergeist Pheno
mena-Haunted Houses-Telepathy-Crystal Gazing-Mental Audition-Typ
tology-Automatic Writing and Lucidity-Lucidity in Somnambulism
Photography of the Invisible or of Thought-Reports of the London and Milan 
Committees on Psychical Phenomena-Phenomena of Motricity-Movement of 
Objects without Contact-Phenomena of Levitation-Materializations-Study 
of the Medium Sambor-Professor C. Richet's Observations at the Villa Carmen 
-Experiments made with Eusapia Palladino-A General Consideration of 
Psychi~al Phenomena. 

" The result is a most remarkable book, and the translator (Dudley Wright) 
has performed his task with exquisite care, so much so that there is not a dull 
page in the whole six hundred and thirty-three. There can be no doubt that 
all psychical devotees will greatly welcome this addition to their libraries, and 
the uninitiated will find this book to be one of most extraordinary interest." 
-_Sheffield Daily Telegraph. 

"Extraordinarily interesting tales and experiences."-The Queen. 

WILLIAM RIDER & SON, LTD., 8 Paternoster Row, London, E.C.4. 
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, A N•W W08k by LBONARD BOSMAN ~ 

AMEN, THE -KEY TO THE UNIVERSE 
CONTENTS: The meaning of the sacred word Amen or A.um-The F~damental Principles 1, of the 'U_ni.v~, the One R~-'rhe Trinity e..plalned-The Magnet as an illustration 
of the trinitiS,lng process of the Universe. . 

The Virgin-Mother of the Universe-The " Waters " of $pace-Hindu account of Creation-
Celtic story ot the beginning of ~The original meaning of the idea of the Virgin Mary 

Letters and their meaning to be known before the words Amen or Aum can be underst~ , 
Why do words mean wl!at·they do mean?-:-Wbat are letters and roots-'-Wby are letters named 
with names ?-Letters and their m~ in Hebrew, Chines~ and Greek-Universal language. 

The Sacred Ward of East and West e..plainect from the point of view of a Sanskritist-The 
use and power of the Word-The Key to the Untvers&-The ONE as the Many-Polarisation 
becoming affinity-The difference between AUM. and OM-The Egyptian Amen-Its JUean1ng 
-Amen-Ju-The true meaning of the words-The origin-of the Dime lmmanene&-Amen, • 
theALL PRIOE 3s. 8d., CLOTH IJ'E LllXII!. 

From THE DHARMA PRESS, 16 OAlrntLD ROAD, a.APTONr E.S. 

!THE HERALD OF THE STAR -

l 

The International Organ of -the Order of the Sti1r in the East. 
I< monthly survey of the idealistic movement of our times : Social, 

Educational, Religious, Humanitarian, etc. 
"The Herald of the Star " is conspicuous among contemporary periodicals 

for its loftiness of tone and the largene.ss of its outlook. 

Prtce 1/· (posted 1/2). Annuai1ubscrlpt1on 12/- (postage 1/8.extra). 
U.8.A,-Slngle copies 25 cents. AnnuaDy 3 dollars 50 cents posted. 

Specimen copy ft'ee on appllcatjon. 

Publi~hed al the o/fia of the . 
HERALD OF 1llE STAR, 6 Tavistock _Square, London, W.C.1 

- . 
THE 

. 
INVITE YOU ROSICRUCIANS 

ACCORDING to their traditions, the Rosicrucians invite you to study 
with them and become a member of one of the oldest fraternal and 

mystical schools of philosophy still existiug. No other form of propa--
ganda is conducted. 

Therefore you, rea!ler of this unusual notice, are invited to accept the 
privilege extended and ask for intensely interesting literature no! ?therwise 
procurable. ~ Send no money, but enclose 2d. postage for- mailing. 

Those living in England may address: RAYMUND ANDREA, Grand 
Secretary, 48 Hillgrove Hill, Kingsdown, Bristol, England. . 

Those living elsewhere may address : Foreign Legation, 843 Octavia 
Street, San Fr.picisco, California, U.S.A. 

" ,. . ~ 
- -

All Freemasons should take _ _; 
,~ Ube (to::maso ll. 

' CONTENTS FOR JULY AND OCTOBER. 
Masonry as Mystery Teaching. I · ' Masonry and the Mysteries. 
The Masonic Apron. The Masonic Altar. .. 
The fonn of Masonic Oothin_g. The c.olour of Masonic Oothing. 

Etc. 

Annual Suhscri1Jtion, 8/8 Jmt f= . . Single Cot,y, 2/2 /JO$t free. 

~. Office:: 1 SPRINGFIELD ROAD, N.:W.&: and fOWLER'S. LUDGATE 
CIRCUS, E.C.4. • 

\ 
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Soya 
The ·soYA BEAN -is unequalled llS a human-food, o~ 

. to the•,li1gh percentage of PROiEINS and--FATS. md 
' the low percentage of ST ARCH, whilst the· -amount of 
VITAMINES in the SOYA BEAN makes it one of the· 
MOST VALUABLE Food~, especially for V-egetagans apd_ 
Food Refonners • 

.;;_ 

:fHE GARDEN CITY PURE 
FOOD CO., LTD., Letchworth, 

' are now manufacturing 

PUR 0 E ·vECETARIA~ vooo_s 
from the 

SOYA lJEAN 
• .it their Gardea City Works. 

;.. 

• SOYA MILK -and cRE.AM 
~ (Plain and, Malted). • ~ 

Pure Vegetarian BU JTER .. 
Substitute. ~ ..: 

- ~ ._. ·'. 'soYAFLOURforb,ead,
0

cakeJ;etc .. 
" - " 

Various other Foods. . " 

Fu-H particulars from Sole ,Distributing Agents :-· 

FJRTH, WEIR.. & co~~ LTD.,~: . .-
"' •.- ,;, ~ ..,_ -

"" • Dept. C, -

95 Westminster Bridge Road.~~'!' 

London, S.E.l 
Tel. :-HOP 345. 

.. 
Buder' & T- Ltd;, F,- end Leac1oo 

"' 

r. -\. 
., 

' ,. .. '"it 
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